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“The premise was that we could grow a national firm from the bottom up. That was the unspoken dream of all of the participants.”1

“It was the first time I had been in any office of any size, certainly the first time in a law office of any size, where you could go from office to office, floor to floor, and see black people practicing in commercial practice at the highest levels. It was a wee bit short of a spiritual experience for me. At the end of the day, the hiring partner said, ‘Clearly you have the talent to do the work. We only ask that you have the will to live our mission to build an institution of talented but purposeful black lawyers.’”2

“The number of African-American owned firms is rapidly decreasing. It is becoming very evident to those of us who are still in the practice or who continue a strong interest in the practice that there is a real sea change that we are living through now.”3

INTRODUCTION

There was a moment around 1990 when it all seemed possible. Finally, there was a way for black lawyers with ambition, skill, and determination to escape the frustrating limitations that seemed destined to block their progress at large law firms which, although finally willing to hire them, seemed unwilling or unable to treat them as full fledged participants. That way was to build “large” corporate law firms of their own that would compete directly with established firms for clients and talent.4

1. Interview with Brian Jones, at 72-73. [Editors’ note: This Article contains excerpts from many confidential interviews conducted by the author. Because he promised anonymity to his interview subjects in exchange for their candor, the author has revealed only the number which he used to catalog each interview along with the page number in his interview notes corresponding to the quotation. The author has also assigned his interviewees fictitious names. The Stanford Law Review has not reviewed the author’s interview notes for accuracy or for any other purpose.]
2. Interview with Bill Blakely, at 28.
3. Interview with Charles Robinson, at 3.
4. See Shelly Branch & Caroline V. Clarke, The Nation’s Leading Black Law Firms, BLACK ENTERPRISE, Aug. 1993, at 48; Michael King, Making a Case for Choosing a Black
Those who embarked on this path had big dreams. The most ambitious, as the first epigraph quoted above underscores, dreamed of creating national firms that would rival in size, scope, and profitability the “law factories” that had been built during the last century to service the needs of public and private institutional clients. But even those who dreamed on a more local level still thought that they could build stable and successful institutions in the image of Cravath and other similar firms.

And why not? The conditions for creating viable black corporate firms seemed ripe. A quarter century after the enactment of the Voting Rights Act—and a decade after the threat of school busing caused many whites to flee for the suburbs—black voters had finally begun to flex their muscles in major cities across the country. The result was a growing generation of black politicians with the ability to control (or, at a minimum, to influence) how public entities awarded the substantial amount of legal business under government control. At the same time, corporate America was beginning to awaken to its own obligation to promote diversity among its suppliers, including the suppliers of legal services. Finally a new generation of black entrepreneurs, entertainers, and athletes seemed poised to fulfill the promise of black capitalism. Surely, these forces were sufficient to create a client base with both the interest in and ability to sustain a new black legal elite.

Moreover, by the last decade of the twentieth century there was a growing supply of black (and other minority) lawyers with the credentials—and often the experience—to service the legal needs of public and private institutional clients. By 1990, there were more than 25,000 black lawyers in the United States—a tenfold increase from the size of the black bar in 1960, with more than 6700 black students entering law school every year. Nor was there much competition for this growing pool of talent from established corporate firms. Although most law firms were hiring a handful of black graduates by this time, the vast majority of the black lawyers who had entered these institutions during the proceeding two decades were no longer there. As a result, those seeking to create black corporate law firms could draw on a substantial pool of black recruits with experience in servicing the legal needs of institutional clients and, equally important, who understood the frustrations of life inside a large law firm for black lawyers.


5. See MARC GALANTER & THOMAS M. PALAY, TOURNAMENT OF LAWYERS: THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE BIG LAW FIRM 16-17 (1991) (quoting a 1933 profile of Paul Cravath referring to the law firm Cravath founded as a “law factory”).


7. See Shipp, supra note 4.
Finally, there was a precedent for the bold strategy these new black corporate entrepreneurs sought to implement. A generation earlier, Jewish lawyers, who in the first half of the twentieth century were even more excluded from “white shoe” corporate firms than black lawyers were in the 1990s, had built their own law firms whose size and profitability eventually rivaled their WASP counterparts. \(^8\) Although this lineage was rarely explicitly acknowledged, the black lawyers who launched corporate law firms in the latter decades of the century had reason to hope that they could emulate this successful strategy.

And yet, notwithstanding all of this potential and precedent, by the end of the twentieth century the dream of building black corporate firms that could rival their largely white counterparts had all but died. As the last epigraph indicates, by the dawn of the twenty-first century most of the firms that had been started with such promise and enthusiasm just a few years before had either shuttered their doors or shrunk in both size and ambition. Those black lawyers who continue to dream of building something beyond boutiques—some of which have indeed proven to be quite successful—are more likely to talk about creating “networks” or “franchises” as opposed to building a national firm comprised, in the words of the second epigraph, of “talented but purposeful black lawyers.” Indeed, to the extent that anyone continues to talk about building a national minority law firm, it is Hispanic lawyers who have been able to leverage their strong presence in Miami and connections to Latin America to create at least one law firm with more than 250 attorneys. \(^9\)

What happened to the dream of building a national black law firm? Equally important, what can the fate of this dream tell us about ongoing efforts to integrate the corporate “hemisphere” of the bar and to eliminate inequality in the legal profession and in the rest of society generally? \(^10\) Finally, what, if any, difference will it make that these firms failed to achieve their ambitious goals? As we will see, many of the lawyers who created successful black corporate firms left these institutions to become partners in traditional large law firms. Moreover, the black corporate boutiques that have survived have had to find real niches in the marketplace, as opposed to trying to create what were, at best, likely to have been midsized full-service firms of the kind that are increasingly going the way of the dinosaur in today’s competitive marketplace. \(^11\) Given this

---


9. See infra notes 204-05.

10. See John P. Heinz & Edward O. Laumann, *Chicago Lawyers: The Social Structure of the Bar* (1982) (arguing that the American legal profession is divided into “corporate” and “individual” hemispheres).

reality, should we mourn the death of the dream of building a national black law firm or should we celebrate it as a necessary and desirable step toward achieving true integration of the nation’s elite corporate bar?

In this Article, I examine these questions by taking a close look at the lawyers who attempted to establish “black” or “minority” corporate law firms in the last three decades of the twentieth century. I do so on the basis of over fifty in-depth interviews with lawyers who either dreamed of creating black corporate law firms or who were in a position to hand out the kind of business that would determine whether this dream could be realized. Based on these reports, I argue that five interconnected trends ultimately doomed the grand ambitions of those who sought to create “large” black corporate firms: the increasing difficulty of translating electoral power into legal business; the inherent limitations of various strategies to promote diversity and inclusion; the growing concentration and competition among traditional large law firms; the widening gap between the world views and expectations of the lawyers who founded black corporate firms and the new generation of black lawyers these founders needed to recruit to keep their organizations viable; and—paradoxically—their own success. Understanding how each of these developments undermined the dream of creating viable black corporate firms, I submit, has important implications for the likely success of a range of policies currently being advocated by those seeking to promote diversity in the legal profession.

Understanding the factors that led to both the rise and the fall of black corporate firms also highlights just what is likely to be lost as these pioneering institutions contract and perhaps die out altogether. As the second epigraph to this Article underscores, many of those who sought to build black corporate firms were interested in more than economic success. They also had a mission to create lasting black institutions that would reflect the sensibilities of the black community and help to serve its needs. In this respect, black corporate firms were very different from their Jewish predecessors which were, as Eli Wald documents, largely Jewish by default as a result of anti-Semitism in the mainstream corporate bar. The corporate law firms started by black lawyers beginning in the 1960s, on the other hand, were black by design. With few exceptions, the founders of these institutions sought to create corporate firms that would have a distinctly racial character, even as they acknowledged that

12. As indicated below, neither the sobriquet “black” nor “minority” is entirely apposite since white lawyers, including several white partners, also worked in many of these institutions. Nevertheless, as I also document, the lawyers I interviewed thought of their firms as being “black” and intended for these institutions to exemplify what they considered to be a black ethos—an ethos that distinguished these institutions from other “minority” firms in which a majority of the founding partners were not black. Given that many of my respondents also often referred to their own and other similar firms as “minority” institutions, however, I use these terms interchangeably as well.

13. See Wald, supra note 8, at 1833.
the barriers that had historically prevented black lawyers from joining mainstream corporate firms were beginning to recede. Like those who continue to support the nation’s historically black colleges and universities (HBCUs), these founders believed that even in a world without formal barriers to integration that there was still an important place for black institutions dedicated to training young black lawyers and instilling in them a sense of pride, and to providing a range of services and support to the black community with whom these founders felt a deep spiritual connection. It remains to be seen whether a black bar that is increasingly divided between those who work in large, and still largely white, corporate law firms and those who work in traditional black law firms that service a clientele comprised almost exclusively of black individuals and small businesses will continue to provide these important services.

Moreover, like HBCUs, black corporate firms also provided the black lawyers who created and managed these organizations with an opportunity that even the most successful blacks in traditional elite firms almost never enjoy: the ability to be in charge of an institution that could pursue an approach to corporate law practice premised on the fact that blacks as a group hold decision-making authority. As Heather Gerken’s important work on democratic theory reminds us, there is a crucial difference between minorities having the opportunity to participate in a decision and their having the authority to make that same decision—and make it in a context where they are no longer in the minority. Due in part to the competitive pressure created by black corporate firms, a few black lawyers are now able to participate in decision making in at least some traditional large law firms. But even those who do rarely have the authority to make their own decisions about how their work will impact the interests of the black community. Just as significantly, few white lawyers will learn what it means to participate in decision making within institutions in which people like them are not ultimately in control.

Finally, whatever one thinks about the continuing desirability—or even possibility—of creating a significant black corporate law firm today, it is important to remember the voices of those who dared to dream this impossible dream. I therefore let these dreamers speak in their own voices—voices that not only remind us of the barriers black lawyers faced just a few short years ago, but also of the courage and entrepreneurial spirit with which these pioneers confronted those barriers. As we consider the barriers that continue to impede the dream of building a truly integrated bar in this new century we would do well to remember both parts of this history.

The rest of this Article proceeds in five parts. Part I briefly recounts the history of black law firms and documents the evolution of three distinct types of black “corporate” firms in the latter decades of the twentieth century: “Neotraditionalist” firms, comprised of lawyers who attempted to adapt

traditional black law firms to compete for institutional clients; “Start-Up” firms, founded by the first generation of black lawyers to emerge from elite law schools in the late 1960s and early 1970s who rejected (or quickly abandoned) large law firms for the chance to establish their own competing enterprises; and “Dropout” firms, established in the late 1980s and early 1990s by black lawyers who had spent a significant amount of time in big firms (many of whom had even become partners) but who nevertheless decided to walk away from their privileged positions to start their own corporate firms. Although there were therefore significant differences among these institutions—differences, as we shall see, that had important implications for the strategies particular firms pursued and their success in pursuing them—all of these firms shared two common goals: to build “true” law firms (as opposed to the loose office-sharing arrangements typical of traditional black firms) catering to large public and private institutional clients (as opposed to the individuals and small businesses black lawyers typically served) and to do so in an environment in which black lawyers—and black culture—played a dominant (although as we shall see, by no means exclusive) role. Part II examines the forces that propelled the growth of the firms that shared these ideals in the three major markets in which black firms attempted to build their competitive edge: the “public” market for legal work from local, state, and federal programs; the “private” market for legal work from corporate clients; and the “labor” market for talented lawyers. Part III then describes how a set of overlapping changes in each of these three markets combined to undermine the most ambitious aspirations of the lawyers who started these firms. Part IV examines what this history can teach us about contemporary debates concerning how best to diversify the corporate hemisphere of the bar and investigates what might be lost in a world in which black institutions, like the firms these pioneers attempted to create, no longer exist. Part V concludes by asking whether even quixotic dreams are sometimes worth pursuing.

I. FROM SHARING SPACE TO SHARING DREAMS

To understand just how audacious the idea of creating a black “corporate” law firm must have seemed to the lawyers who dreamed of doing so in the latter decades of the twentieth century, it is important to remember the state of the black private bar in the years before the Supreme Court’s decision in Brown v. Board of Education. In addition to providing context, this history also played an important role in shaping the kinds of firms that black lawyers sought to create and the goals that these pioneers had for these new institutions.
A. A Starvation Profession

When the Supreme Court decided Brown in 1954, there were no black corporate law firms. Indeed, with only rare exceptions prior to the late 1960s when the country finally began to get serious about enforcing Brown’s integrationist mandate there were neither black corporate lawyers nor true black law firms. Although a few black lawyers managed to secure at least some business from corporate clients in the first half of the twentieth century, the overwhelming majority of black lawyers in private practice toiled as solo practitioners or in loose office-sharing arrangements with a handful of other black lawyers until well into the 1970s. There were virtually no black lawyers in the kind of downtown law firms that stood atop the power, prestige, and income hierarchies of the bar. Given this state of affairs, black lawyers lagged significantly behind white lawyers in both income and prestige.

Notwithstanding these limitations, however, it is important to recognize the

---

16. In his masterful account of the history of black lawyers in the United States in the period before the end of the second world war, J. Clay Smith asserts that Deborcey Macon Webster, who joined the bar in the 1880s, established a successful private practice in New York—on Wall Street no less—that included work for a number of corporate clients, including “Messrs. Lord and Taylor, [and] Tiffany and Company.” J. CLAY SMITH, JR., EMANCIPATION: THE MAKING OF THE BLACK LAWYER 1844-1944, at 400 (1993).

17. Once again, there were exceptions. According to Charles Robinson—a self-described student of the history of the black bar and the founder of one of the most successful black corporate firms—a firm in Cleveland, Ohio, deserves pride of place for being the first “real” black firm to try to cultivate a business clientele. As he told me, in the 1940s this firm had “seven or eight lawyers—I don’t know how formal the linkage was—and was the first mega-combination I know of for purposes of serving business—well, at least non-criminal law representation.” Interview with Charles Robinson, at 4.

18. There were a handful of exceptions that largely proved the rule. According to his biographer, the great singer and activist Paul Robeson briefly worked in a small Wall Street law firm after his graduation from Columbia Law School in 1923—that is, before a white stenographer at the firm purportedly refused to work with him, saying, “I never take dictation from a nigger.” See LLOYD L. BROWN, THE YOUNG PAUL ROBESON 122 (1997) (noting the “racial discourtesies expressed by the other employees” at Robeson’s “Wall Street firm”); Spartacus Educational, Paul Robeson, http://www.spartacus.schoolnet.co.uk/USArobeson.htm (last visited Apr. 10, 2008). With the exception of such cameo appearances, the color line at major corporate firms remained impenetrable until William T. Coleman, Jr. joined the law firm of Paul Weiss Rifkind Wharton & Garrison in 1949. Notwithstanding Coleman’s success, however, the corporate bar remained virtually all white until the late 1960s—and many firms did not hire their first black lawyer for a decade after that. See GERALDINE R. SEGAL, BLACKS IN THE LAW: PHILADELPHIA AND THE NATION 75-94 (1983).

19. Indeed, given that many of the few black clients who could afford legal services preferred to hire white lawyers—either because they believed that white lawyers were more competent or feared the prejudice of the white judges and juries that these lawyers would have to appear before—black lawyers also significantly lagged behind black doctors and other professionals in both of these categories. See Jerome Shuman, A Black Lawyers Study, 16 HOW. L.J. 225, 231 n.21 (1971) (quoting a 1963 study by the U.S. Civil Rights Commission indicating that black clients often prefer to hire black lawyers). As a result, law was often called a “starvation profession” for blacks. See SEGAL, supra note 18, at 4.
significant role that black lawyers in private practice played in the black community during this period. Although full-time civil rights lawyers like Thurgood Marshall often get all of the credit, the Legal Defense Fund’s network of cooperating attorneys was an essential part of the campaign that eventually culminated in *Brown v. Board of Education*. Just as importantly, black lawyers in private practice were often the only ones both able and willing to provide ordinary blacks with even a modicum of access to the law—and, often even more crucially, protection from it. As the historian Paul Finkelman notes, black lawyers who were not full-time civil rights lawyers “ushered in many types of social change simply by doing their jobs well.”

Traditional black law firms also played a crucial role in training the next generation of black attorneys. For newly minted black lawyers in the years prior to 1968 when mainstream law firms slowly began to open their doors, working for an established black attorney constituted one of the few places where these new graduates could learn their trade. Charles Robinson who would go on to found one of the most important black corporate law firms of the 1980s captured the importance of this apprenticeship function when describing one of the early black law firms in California:

Tom was sort of a legend among the older generation of black lawyers who are now in their 60s and 70s because everybody worked for him. He had 8 or 9 lawyers in the 1940s and 50s. Their identity and number kept changing but if you came of age in California during that time you couldn’t get a job anywhere else.

Finally, traditional black law firms did more than provide access to the legal system for black clients and train black lawyers. They also played a crucial role in providing leadership to the black communities within which they were located, and, equally importantly, training in leadership for black lawyers who had few other opportunities to develop these skills. Notwithstanding their marginal incomes and status in the profession, black lawyers in the pre-*Brown* period were frequently chosen to head civic, religious, and philanthropic organizations in the black community. Similarly, young people growing up in the black community looked up to the few black lawyers they encountered as role models whose outward trappings of success and accomplishment they might one day seek to emulate.


22. Interview with Charles Robinson, at 5.

23. My grandfather, a solo practitioner in Chicago who shared office space with other black lawyers in what was then the only building in downtown Chicago that would rent space to blacks, headed the lay organization of his church, several national and local black fraternal and social organizations, and the neighborhood chapter of the PTA.

24. Another respondent who would go on to establish his own successful black law firm described how he decided that he wanted to become a lawyer: “There was a lawyer who
In each of these four ways—assisting in the black liberation struggle, providing important legal services to black individuals and businesses, training the next generation of black lawyers, and serving as leaders in the black community and as role models of professional excellence—traditional black law firms were an integral part of the structure that supported the black community in the period before Brown and the first decade thereafter. When the doors of opportunity finally began to squeak open in the beginning of the second decade after the Supreme Court’s historic decision, black lawyers both young and old began to look for ways to escape the limitations of their relatively constricted existence, while at the same time preserving the important role that the traditional black bar had played in the black community.

B. A Typology of Black Corporate Law Firms

There is no definitive record of when the first black “corporate” law firm officially opened its doors. After identifying the legendary California firm where “everyone worked” in the 1940s, Charles Robinson identified another California law firm that was formed in Los Angeles in the late 1960s as having pride of place.

Moving into what I think of as the modern era, the next combination I am aware of was a firm called Sanders, Tisdale, Tooks & Williams. The “Sanders” was Stanley Sanders, who graduated from Yale around 1968 and who had been a Rhodes Scholar.

1. First movers: Neotraditionalists and Start-Ups

Whether or not this firm was indeed the first of its kind, the juxtaposition of the two California firms described by Robinson underscores an important transformation that began to occur in the black bar when the first wave of black lawyers emerged from the nation’s elite law schools in the late 1960s. As new opportunities began to open for black lawyers, a few traditional black law firms like the first one Robinson described where “everybody worked” began to look for ways to leverage their name recognition and deep roots in the black community to take advantage of the new opportunities for black lawyers that were beginning to emerge in post-Brown America. A few of the most...
farsighted and ambitious of these older black lawyers moved to transform the loose confederations that had traditionally bound the lawyers within their ambit together into more formalized arrangements similar to those found in traditional law firms. These “Neotraditionalist” firms, as I will call them, would go on to play an important role in validating the idea of creating a black corporate firm and modeling how that dream might be achieved.

At the same time, a new generation of black lawyers like Stanley Sanders began to emerge from the nation’s elite law schools. Many of those in this cohort entered the country’s leading law firms and attempted to conquer corporate America from the inside. But a small number like Sanders quickly turned their backs on traditional elite firms and instead set about establishing firms of their own that could one day compete with established firms for clients and talent. Although these new legal entrepreneurs were often inspired by Neotraditionalist firms, they were also clear that they wanted to distance themselves from the traditional practices that they viewed as inhibiting the growth of these older organizations—and the older lawyers who ran them. Instead, they wanted to model their new “Start-Up” firms, as I will call them, on the large law firms that these children of the Supreme Court’s decision in Brown had been exposed to during law school.

Brian Jones’s career underscores this transition. Jones was in the first wave of blacks to attend elite law schools, enrolling in the University of Michigan Law School in 1967. As he prepared to graduate three years later, Jones received several offers to join prestigious corporate law firms in his native Detroit. To the surprise of many of his classmates, Jones turned these lucrative and prestigious offers down. Instead, Jones accepted a job with a ten-lawyer Neotraditionalist black law firm that was attempting to break into the market for legal work from public and private institutional clients. His reasons for doing so reflected both the inevitable limitations of life in a large law firm for a bright young black man in 1970 and the appeal of creating a new black institution:

As you know, there is the glass half empty/half full thing in terms of the perspective and culture and perception of big firms. Although there are very fine people trying to bridge the cultural gap and what have you, there really is a different set of aspirations in terms of what the firm was seeking to do, which was really not focused on the aspirations I had to make an impact on community uplift—on community growth and development, institutionalization, and things like that. The barriers were coming down and there were all these great opportunities, but where do you choose to make an impact on the growth and development of people of color? There are all sorts of ways to do it, clearly. But the one that appealed to me was in the context of a black law firm.26

A year and a half later, however, Jones found himself chaffing under the dictatorial rule of the firm’s partners, all of whom had grown up in a different

---

era than the firm’s associates. “The three named partners had all gone to Wayne State and worked for the IRS before opening the firm,” Jones explained. By contrast, Jones and his fellow associates were products of the kind of elite schools that the firm’s partners could not have attended in their day. “Three of us began complaining that we were all chaffing under the same sort of bridle. One fellow was from Harvard Law School and the other graduated a year or two ahead of me from Michigan. So we had a lot to contribute. But the atmosphere had to be an accepting atmosphere if our contributions were to be positive—but it wasn’t.”27 So, the three decided to leave to form their own firm.

Jones’s vision for his new Start-Up was very much the same as the one he had just left, only without the bureaucratic control and dictatorial hassles that he had experienced at the hands of the older partners:

Civil, corporate—no personal lines. No criminal work. That was the goal. From my experience at the old firm I could see first hand the depth and breadth of the black business and professional community and that the way that things were evolving that there would be a great opportunity for a number of black firms to succeed. 28

As we will see, subsequent events would prove that Jones’s vision was indeed farsighted. But it was an event the year after the firm was started that ended up making all of the difference for the firm’s future. “Coleman Young was elected [mayor of Detroit] in November of ’73,” Jones explained. “That door opened to us and brought us what became the cornerstones of our practice in the first decade.”29

Jones was not alone. Beginning in the 1960s, the rise of black political power in major cities around the country propelled the growth of both Neotraditionalist and Start-Up firms. The visible success of these new ventures, in turn, spurred another group of black lawyers to establish a third type of black corporate firm that they believed could compete effectively with Neotraditionalists and Start-Ups—and with mainstream law firms—for work from public and private institutional clients.

2. Act Two: The Dropouts drop in

By the late 1980s, efforts to promote diversity in large law firms had officially been underway for almost two decades. Yet notwithstanding some notable success stories, the overall percentage of black lawyers in these institutions remained vanishingly small. As late as 1989, blacks constituted just over two percent of the associates—and less than one percent of the partners—

27. Id. at 45
28. Id. at 46.
29. Id. at 49.
Moreover, even those few black lawyers who had managed to win the “tournament of lawyers” and become partners often found that their victory was as much Pyrrhic as real. As many law firms moved to a “two-tier” structure of equity and nonequity partners, black partners were much more likely to find themselves in the latter less remunerative (and more precarious) status. Even in firms that had retained their unitary partnership structure, black partners were much more likely to dwell at the bottom of the firm’s financial and status pecking order. With very few exceptions, black partners did not hold leadership positions such as department chairmanships or membership on important firm committees. Nor did these lawyers control the kind of “book of business” likely to vault them into the top echelons of the compensation system. As one frustrated black partner reported, “the major issue is not so much moving from associate to partner, but from ‘piddling partner to significant partner.’”

Given this reality, it is not surprising that many black partners expressed frustration with the slow pace of change inside traditional large law firms. What is surprising is that several decided to leave and go elsewhere. Although there are few reliable statistics on attrition rates among black partners during this period, anecdotal rates suggest that the number leaving their hard won and coveted positions was surprisingly high. For example, in 1991 eight black partners at major Chicago firms—according to one estimate, “more than twenty percent of the black partnership”—left their prestigious positions. 33
Reports from other cities paint a similar picture. Although those leaving large law firms went many places—including in-house legal departments and investment banks—a significant number left to start their own competing corporate law firms.

Charles Edwards is representative of this last group of entrepreneurs who left traditional large law firms to create what I will refer to as “Dropout” firms. Born on the South Side of Chicago to a father who worked “pulling hot steel out of furnaces” and a mother who was a teacher’s aid, Edwards by any objective measure had lived the American dream. Thanks to the “A Better Chance” program that placed inner-city black children in elite Eastern prep schools, Edwards was transported from his decrepit, underfunded, all-black junior high school to the manicured lawns and ivy covered walls of the Exeter Academy. From there, it was on to Princeton, Harvard Law School, and a position as a first year associate—and the first black lawyer in the firm’s one hundred-year history—at a highly respected Chicago law firm. Seven years later, Edwards was elected to full equity partnership in the firm. He thought he had died and gone to heaven—although, as he told me with a chuckle, he also assumed that the firm’s founding partners were probably “turning over in their graves” at the thought of a black lawyer joining the partnership.

And yet seven years later, Edwards abruptly abandoned his hard won position to start a firm with two other black lawyers designed to provide high quality corporate and litigation services to public entities and private corporations. As we talked, it was clear that his reasons for doing so were complex. On the one hand, it was evident that his old firm was changing rapidly. Like many of its peers, the firm had grown substantially—quintupling from the day he started until the time he left. More importantly, the ethos of the firm had changed radically. “It had been more of a lock step place but it was becoming less so,” Edwards explained. “Traditionally, the firm paid people who did the work as well as the people who brought in the work. It was becoming much more important to be someone who brought in the work.”

But in the end, it was the allure of building a new kind of law firm—one where he could do the same kind of work that he had been doing at his old firm but that would reflect his own ethos and culture—that ultimately proved decisive. “It was the first time that a group of black lawyers from major


35. Clarke, supra note 34, at 50 (reporting that minority partners from around the country contend that what happened in Chicago was similar to what they observed where they practiced).
36. Interview with Charles Edwards, at 2
38. Interview with Charles Edwards, at 38.
39. Id. at 56.
corporate firms—two of whom had been partners—started up their own shop,” he told me with evident pride. As such, the firm had a value proposition that Edwards believed corporate clients would find attractive: “If you don’t have the large overhead that big firms have,” Edwards explained, “you can charge lower rates using the same lawyers that they have used before. Clients like that.” Moreover, that value proposition had a distinctly racial spin. As Edwards recalled: “Clients were saying: ‘I want more bang for my buck. If I’m going to use a minority lawyer, I want a minority firm. I don’t want to go to one of these big firms and just use a minority lawyer along with a bunch of others. So if you guys go off and do this, you’ll get more of my work.’”

The most important way that race affected Edwards’s decision, however, was not economic. “It’s the feel,” he explained, “like the feel when you walk into the office. The first couple of months were like ‘WOW!’ Not only is it ours, but it’s black. Here, take that Corporate America! Look at this! It felt great.”

By the early 1990s, therefore, “Neotraditionalists,” “Start-Ups,” and “Dropouts” were all competing with established corporate law firms for both clients and talent. All of these firms shared a common goal of escaping the constraints that had historically limited the growth and prestige of the black bar by building “true” law firms that could market themselves effectively to large institutional clients while maintaining their identity as “black” institutions. Given their varying structures, history, and personnel, however, it is not surprising that these three types of firms often chose different strategies in trying to achieve these common objectives. For the reasons set out below, these differing strategies often played a key role in determining whether a given firm was likely to succeed.

II. BUILDING A BETTER MOUSETRAP: 1965-1990

Four trends shaped the legal services market for aspiring black corporate lawyers in the waning years of the twentieth century: the rise of black political power, particularly in large metropolitan areas; the growing pressure on large corporations to develop effective supplier diversity initiatives that extended to legal services; the fledgling development of black entrepreneurs and businesses; and the increasing frustration among all lawyers—but especially lawyers of color—with the growing competitiveness and shrinking opportunities for advancement in large law firms. Neotraditionalist, Start-Up, and Dropout firms each sought to take advantage of these opportunities. As the

40. Id.
41. Id.
42. Id. at 55.
43. Id. at 57.
founders of these institutions soon discovered, however, not every opportunity was equally available to all three types of firms.

A. Translating Public Power into Private Gain

When Coleman Young became mayor of Detroit in November 1973, he made a simple proposition to the city’s business and professional community: “His platform was essentially a 50/50 partnership,” Brian Jones recalled. Black businesses and professionals who had been almost completely excluded from doing work for the city would now share equally with their majority counterparts. It was a proposition that black elected officials were beginning to enforce around the country. Beginning in 1967 with the election of Carl Stokes in Cleveland, black politicians took over the leadership in many important American cities, including Los Angeles (Tom Bradley, 1973), Atlanta (Maynard Jackson, 1974), Washington, D.C. (Marion Barry, 1979), Chicago (Harold Washington, 1983), and New York (David Dinkins, 1990). Each of these new leaders wasted little time in making clear that the old rules of city contracting were going to change—or to be more accurate, that the age-old rules based on the relationship between voting power and contracting power were going to be reasserted to reflect the new political reality that blacks were now in charge.

The change had an immediate and dramatic effect on the fate of black lawyers. Big cities produce a steady stream of big business for lawyers, including litigation, real estate and zoning matters, and, most importantly, creating and floating municipal bonds. Although some of this work is done by lawyers in the city attorney’s office, the most lucrative and sophisticated matters are generally sent to outside lawyers. Prior to the election of black mayors and other important city officials, virtually none of this work was being given to black lawyers. Afterwards, having black representation became an explicit prerequisite for continuing to get the business.

Moreover, the effect of black political power in the cities was not confined to local politics. Black concentration in urban areas also produced a growing number of blacks in Congress. These black representatives also began to flex their political muscle to open up opportunities for black businesses and professionals.

The Resolution Trust Corporation’s (RTC) Minority Counsel Program is a case in point. In the wake of the savings-and-loan crisis, in 1989 Congress created the RTC to “resolve thrifts that were insolvent or in imminent danger of becoming insolvent.” As part of this mandate, Congress charged both the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) and the RTC to “prescribe
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regulations to establish and oversee a minority outreach program . . . to ensure inclusion, to the maximum extent possible, of minorities and women, and entities owned by minorities and women, including financial institutions, investment banking firms, underwriters, accountants, and providers of legal services” in the agencies’ work.46 The program, which was the brainchild of members of the Congressional Black Caucus, was strengthened in 1991 and again in 1993.47 The end result was “one of the most ambitiously conceived and aggressively implemented preference efforts [ever instituted] by the federal government,” ultimately funneling millions of dollars in legal fees to hundreds of minority and women owned law firms.48

Although black partners in established professional firms benefited from all of these new business opportunities in the public sector, the biggest beneficiaries of these programs were minority-controlled firms—at least in the early years. The comments of an informant who worked for a high-level government official about how her boss viewed the choice between hiring a minority law firm and a minority lawyer in a majority firm when awarding municipal bond work are typical of the preference that many decision makers charged with making these decisions had for minority firms:

He wanted to be able to say ‘we hired minority counsel’ so he would not go to a big law firm and hire a black lawyer because that would not serve his purpose of saying ‘we’ve opened up this project to minorities.’ So really a lot of the blacks in the large law firms were discriminated against because they

47. See Albert R. Karr, Lawmakers Seek More RTC Business for Minorities: Strict Provision on Distribution of Contracts Is Inserted in House Funding Bill, WALL ST. J., June 24, 1993, at B2. Although it is unclear from the legislative history which members of the Black Caucus were most responsible for the original legislation, an informant who benefited considerably from the program reports that Kweisi Mfume deserves the lion’s share of the credit. See Interview with Charles Robinson, at 33 (“Kweisi Mfume, with the help of a number of other people, backed the RTC into a corner and made them commit that something like 20% of all of their legal work would go to minority firms. There was a lot of gnashing of teeth, grumbling, complaints, threats and what have you but Congress passed the provision.”).
48. Benjamin Wittes, Plenty of Fees to Go Around Under RTC Plan for Minority- and Women-Owned Firms, AM. LAW., Sept. 1995, at 17; see also Minority and Women Owned Business and Law Firm Program, 60 Fed. Reg. 7660, 7661-62 (Feb. 8, 1995) (to be codified at 12 C.F.R. pt. 1617) (reporting that after the passage of the 1993 Act, fees going to minority- and women-owned firms peaked at $60,344,296 or 26% of the total fees paid out); David Newdorf & Jane Elliot, S&L Bailout Boosts Minority Firms: 35 California Practices Run by Women or Minorities Benefit, But More Want In, THE RECORDER, July 26, 1991, at 1 (reporting that the number of minority-owned law firms approved by the FDIC and RTC grew from about a dozen in 1989 to 167 in 1991). As the informant quoted above giving Congressman Mfume credit for starting the program underscores, “even if it was only 10% that went to minority firms, when you are sending out $100 million worth of legal work, that was a lot of business for minority firms. In Texas where the S&L crisis was first apparent, the minority firms that set the standard probably expanded 300-400 percent, maybe more, based on RTC work. They had more business than they knew what to do with. Files and boxes stacked up in their offices.” Interview with Charles Robinson, at 33.
couldn’t get the business that I could give to a black law firm.  

Neotraditionalist firms were particularly well positioned to take advantage of this new public work. The founders of these firms typically came from the same generation that produced the first wave of black elected officials and had frequently played a key role in securing their election. Not surprisingly, black politicians were eager to reward this loyalty. Moreover, because Neotraditionalist firms had deep roots in the black community, politicians often believed, as the respondent above put it, they would get even more “bang for the buck” with black constituents by assisting these well-known institutions than they would by steering business to other black firms with fewer ties to the politician’s black electoral base.

The spectacular rise of Warren Mitchell’s law firm in Chicago in the period after Harold Washington’s election as mayor demonstrates this trend. Mitchell came up the hard way. Raised by a single mother who worked in a factory, Mitchell attended the night program of one of the city’s commuter law schools while working full time as a police officer. He graduated in four years without ever missing a class. After several years working in a succession of traditional black law firms, Mitchell was ready to see if he could build a better mousetrap. “I always really wanted to see whether it was possible to build a true minority law firm. Blacks back then had a lot of rent-sharing situations, where you rent an office in a suite and all of you chip in on the secretary and all that sort of thing, but I really wanted to see a real firm.” So, Mitchell set about trying to create one.

It wasn’t until Harold Washington was elected mayor the following year, however, that Mitchell’s new firm began to take off. Although Mitchell wasn’t one of Washington’s active supporters during the early days of his campaign, he still managed to be helpful in a way that black lawyers without such deep roots in the city could never have been. Proving that Chicago politics was even dirtier than its colorful reputation, Mitchell reminded me of an incident that occurred after Washington unexpectedly won the Democratic primary—which, in heavily Democratic Chicago, had traditionally been tantamount to winning the general election. “They were circulating copies of a police report in white

---

49. Interview with Kyla Jordan, at 52-53.

50. As one respondent observed about the lawyers who did not receive a substantial amount of public work when Harold Washington became mayor: “So when Washington is elected the mayor, all the black lawyers of that vintage are getting in the mix. The older lawyers, they were the ones going into the public trust. Suddenly, they all just discovered public finance.” Interview with Carl Malkin, at 19-20. As the respondent lamented, “Washington’s election didn’t change my life at all because I was too young.” Id. He also conceded, however, that he was not active in Washington’s campaign. Id. at 20 (noting that he was just a “poll watcher” in the election).

51. Interview with Warren Mitchell, at 16. As he told me with pride “I once went 72 straight hours without sleeping so that I could work all of my shifts as a cop and get back to law school.” Id.

52. Id. at 29.
neighborhoods,” Mitchell recounted, “where they had taken the copy of the police report where Harold had been arrested for income tax violations—which everyone knew about—and cut off the top of that report and taken the bottom of someone else’s report who had been arrested for molesting children and had photocopied them together.”

Washington asked Mitchell to use his connections in the law enforcement community to disprove the charge. “I was able to diffuse that by showing that it was contrived because the numbers didn’t match the ones on Harold’s official arrest report.”

Not surprisingly, Washington did not forget the favor when he won the election. By the time Washington died in 1987—a subject to which we will return below—Mitchell’s firm had grown from a fledgling federation of seven or eight lawyers, many of whom had practices comprised of the small fare to which black lawyers had traditionally been confined, to a true firm of thirty to thirty-five lawyers—the largest in the city—built around a practice of representing public agencies and private corporations.

Although Neotraditionalist firms like Mitchell’s were often the first to profit from the rise of black political power, Start-Up firms were also able to take advantage of the political tide. Many of those who founded these first generation “corporate” firms were the sons (I use the term advisedly since there were very few daughters in this initial group) of prominent families in the black community. Brian Jones, for example, was the son of a prominent business leader whose father-in-law was a well-known judge. Charles Robinson’s father was a judge as well. These familial links often served as a substitute for the actual experience of pioneers like Mitchell.

Moreover, because of their strong ties to the black community, the lawyers who founded Start-Up firms tended instinctively to understand the need to show support for the black politicians from whom they were seeking work. As an informant who advised an important politician on how to dispense legal work to black law firms emphasized, “it is important to be involved in politics, to be supportive of the candidate or the politician or the elected official that you want to give you business.”

The lawyers in Start-Up firms knew how to play this game. As the founder of a successful Start-Up firm underscored: “It was critical that we had guys with good political skills and deep roots in the community. But we also gave more money to these political guys per capita than any other firm. . . . You had to do it if you wanted to do bond work. That was the only way.”

It was a reality that Dropout firms started by lawyers who did not have such deep ties to the black community were slow to pick up on. Charles Edwards discovered this new reality the hard way. When he opened his firm in
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the early 1990s, Edwards thought that he would be able to land some important public work. As a partner in his former firm, Edwards had done a small amount of work for Cook County (where Chicago is located). “I’d get the odd referral where someone was needed to help out on a bond deal and I would broker a deal for other lawyers in the firm.” Edwards thought that his new firm could build on this relationship, particularly since a black lawyer had just been appointed the Chair of the Cook County Board. The work, however, never materialized. The reason, as Edwards soon discovered, was elemental. The new Chair, he conceded “had other people he’s got to take care of.”

Given that Neotraditionalists and Start-Ups had greater connections to—and understanding of—the first generation of black elected officials, it is not surprising that work from public clients became a staple for these firms. As Brian Jones underscored when we talked, “I’ve always said that for firms like ours that the real engine of growth to get us started was the public sector.” But as Jones was also quick to point out, this reliance on public work was not how the large corporate firms that he and others were trying to emulate got their start. “For majority firms, the private sector was their engine of growth and then they branched out into the public work. . . . We were doing it the other way around,” Jones acknowledged, and “the real untold story is whether we can get into the private sector. That’s the real elephant.” Ironically, it was in the private market that Dropout firms like the one started by Charles Edwards had a potential advantage.

B. Cracking the Corporate Code

It is not surprising that Charles Edwards and the other lawyers who founded Dropout firms believed that they would be able to build their institutions on private sector work. For most of their careers, these lawyers had been in the kind of firms that Brian Jones correctly identifies as being built on corporate clients, with public work as an occasional opportunity. Understandably, they wanted to start their new organizations on a similar foundation.

57. Interview with Charles Edwards, at 41.
58. Id. at 61.
59. Interview with Brian Jones, at 84.
60. Id.
61. Indeed, as I have argued elsewhere, many corporate firms were not interested in doing public work even when it was offered to them. Public clients often impose billing restrictions that make them less lucrative to serve than their private counterparts. And even when they are willing to pay full freight, many firms that consider themselves “national” do not want their images tarnished by having to curry favor with local politicians. As a result, as one of my informants put it, public work was often a “step-child” at many large law firms. Interview with Roberta Edison, at 39; see also David B. Wilkins, Doing Well by Doing Good? The Role of Public Service in the Careers of Black Corporate Lawyers, 41 HOU. L. REV. 1, 38-39 (2004).
Moreover, given their roots, these big-firm refugees had good reason to believe that they were well situated to appeal to corporate clients. Whereas Neotraditionalist and Start-Up minority firms often had deep ties in the black community that gave them an advantage in securing public work, Dropout firms like Edwards’s were made up of lawyers who already had relationships with important corporate clients. In an era of increasing lateral mobility, it was reasonable to expect that some of these clients would follow their old lawyers to their new homes.\(^\text{62}\) Charles Edwards, for example, was “pleased” with the number of clients he had worked with in his prior firm who continued to send work to him in his new one.\(^\text{63}\) But even corporate clients with whom lawyers in the firm had not previously worked might be expected to appreciate the value proposition that Dropouts presented—i.e., lawyers with the same kind of training and experience that these clients were used to working with, but with the lower cost structure and added visibility and legitimacy that accompanied their new location in a minority firm.

In addition, three trends gathering strength in the last decades of the twentieth century gave credence to the idea that the traditional reluctance by corporate clients to hire minority law firms was not only receding, but might actually turn 180 degrees in the other direction to become an affirmative preference for engaging minority firms. First, beginning in the late 1980s, the ABA and other bar organizations began pressuring corporations to give more of their legal business to minority lawyers, and in particular, to minority law firms. Second by the 1990, most companies employed at least a few blacks and other minorities in their general counsel’s office, some of whom had advanced to senior decision-making positions with responsibility for assigning outside legal work. Finally, in part because of the growth of in-house legal departments, many corporations were beginning to rebel against the high fees traditionally charged by outside counsel. Given their smaller size and pricing structure, many of the new breed of black corporate law firms believed that they were well positioned to take advantage of this new cost-conscious attitude.

1. \textit{Demonstrating corporate commitment}

Given its history, it is ironic, to say the least, that by the close of the twentieth century the ABA and other mainstream bar organizations had come to take a leading role in promoting diversity. Until 1943, the venerable lawyers’ organization did not even admit black members. Yet, since the mid-1980s, the ABA and other

\(^{62}\) For the growth in lateral movement by lawyers—and the tendency of clients to follow them, see John P. Heinz \textit{et al.}, \textit{Urban Lawyers: The New Social Structure of the Bar} 127-28 (2005). Whether the new mantra routinely espoused by corporate clients that they hire “lawyers not firms” applies with equal vigor to black lawyers changing firms—particularly when they moved to small minority firms—remains, as we will see, an open question.

\(^{63}\) Interview with Charles Edwards, at 57.
bar organizations have played a leading role in advancing the interests of this once-excluded group.64

Dennis Archer, who would eventually go on to become mayor of Detroit, and, perhaps even more impressively given the organization’s history, the ABA’s first black president, deserves much of the credit for pushing through this change. In 1986, Archer spearheaded the ABA’s adoption of Goal IX, committing the organization to improve the status of minority lawyers.65 Two years later, Archer launched a major initiative expressly designed to accomplish this goal.66 The initiative, entitled the “Minority Counsel Demonstration Program,” sought to increase the income and status of minority lawyers by encouraging corporations to give some of their legal work to minority law firms. To achieve this objective, the ABA organized a series of meetings between lawyers from a select group of minority firms and chief legal officers of six corporations who, at Archer’s urging, had agreed to give a portion of their companies’ work to firms that they met through the program.67

Charles Robinson’s firm was among the Demonstration Project’s most important beneficiaries. From the moment Robinson’s firm opened its doors in 1985, he and his partners made an unusual choice: “One of the unique things about my firm,” he explained to me, “is that we were built on the private sector. . . . We made a judgment that the timing was right—and we proved to be correct—to convince corporations to use smaller firms and to overcome any disadvantage from being an African-American owned firm. And for the first two years of our practice we had no public sector clients.”68 Given this orientation, it is not surprising that Robinson worked hard to ensure that he and his firm would have the chance to participate when the ABA decided to get into the relationship-building business.

It would not be easy. The ABA program, as Robinson noted, “was conceived as an ‘elitist’ program, intended to benefit a very limited number of law firms and to create a black corporate elite.”69 Robinson was delighted when his firm was selected to be one of the thirteen minority firms allowed to participate.

64. See, e.g., Alexandre Deslongchamps, We Have Overcome, AM. LAW., Sept. 2003, at 19.
66. See M.L. Elrick, Consensus Builder: ABA’s Chief-To-Be Is Detroit’s Ex-Mayor, NAT'L L.J., Apr. 15, 2002, at A1 (reporting Archer’s efforts in creating “what is now called the ABA’s Commission on Racial and Ethnic Diversity in the Profession”). Archer’s 1988 initiative was titled the Minority Counsel Demonstration Program.
68. Interview with Charles Robinson, at 26-27.
69. Id. at 18-19.
The results for those admitted to this select club were dramatic. “It was fantastic,” Carl Malkin, whose Chicago-based firm was also one of the lucky thirteen, recalled.70 “That’s what really grew our firm. We got work from Union Carbide. We got work from Prudential. We started getting work from just a lot of corporate clients who were sending us projects. After a while we just had no idea how to manage all of this.”71 The same was true for the other minority firms who were given a chance to participate.72 By the end of the first few years, several of these firms were among the largest and most prestigious minority law firms in the country.

Indeed, the program was so successful that it spawned an unexpected and potentially revolutionary kind of relationship building among the minority firms themselves. It is not surprising that it was Brian Jones who first saw the potential to use the ABA program to build something bigger. Having already created a network of public firms to do bond work in the early 1980s, Jones and his partners set about trying to create a similar affiliation among the corporate-oriented firms that the ABA had assembled. As Jones recalled, “I told my partner who attended the ABA’s first meeting on our behalf ‘why don’t we try to link some of the firms like ours together to do something on the corporate side?’”73 Eventually, several of the firms agreed to develop a common marketing strategy and delivery service and presented it to the corporate participants in the Demonstration Project. With typical wit, Jones called this new affiliation “The Elephant.”74

Jones believed that The Elephant presented the companies in the Demonstration Project with a compelling value proposition. “This was when corporations were very intent on expanding their outside counsel to include counsel of color,” Jones told me. “The Elephant really accentuated our national presence and put a spotlight on our firm.”75 The network also offered benefits to majority firms seeking to expand their own reach or to tap into the new corporate interest in diversity:

It was a competitive advantage for us to get the attention of Wall Street firms to say “you’re out there seeking clients all over the country and you have offices all over the country. You may be covering one side of the relationship but we can present resources in those same communities that can possibly help you. And we can serve as sort of a sounding board for some of the things that you may want to do in those areas to keep your business up or to gain new business.”76

70. Interview with Carl Malkin, at 20.
71. Id.
72. See Wilkins & Gulati, supra note 67, at 595 (documenting the success of the ABA program).
73. Interview with Brian Jones, at 69.
74. Id.
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Indeed, even apart from diversity considerations, Jones and the other
members of The Elephant believed that they had a value proposition that cost-
conscious corporate clients would find appealing.

2. Marketing change in a changing market

Although programs like the ABA’s could give the new black corporate
firms an entrée with corporate clients, the only way that they were going to
retain and expand the business beyond a token amount was by delivering high-
quality and—perhaps even more important—cost-efficient service. 77 This is
exactly where the best of the bunch tried to carve out their competitive edge.

In the early years, it was surprisingly easy to do. Throughout most of the
twentieth century, large law firms felt little pressure to cut costs or otherwise
deliver services efficiently. Longstanding relationships with major clients, and
limited oversight from corporate officials who often had little understanding of
what lawyers did or how they might do it more efficiently, meant that as a
practical matter even the largest corporations rarely challenged the bills that
they received from their trusted outside counsel. 78 In this cozy world, one-line
bills “for services rendered” were the order of the day. Although many of the
preconditions that gave rise to this deference by corporate clients had begun to
erode by the time Neotraditionalist, Start-Up and Dropout black corporate firms
began seriously competing for corporate business in the 1980s, a surprising
number of big law firms were slow to understand the new reality. 79

Charles Robinson was quick to see the potential competitive advantage
inherent in this state of affairs:

77. As Charles Robinson succinctly summed up the reality of even the best corporate
relationship he got from the ABA program: “The general counsel was fairly up front about it.
He said ‘We’re testing you.’ . . . There were a number of corporations who wouldn’t say it
publicly, but that’s exactly what they did. They would send a couple of small matters and if
those worked out, then you might get some more.” Interview with Charles Robinson, at 24-
25.

78. For a description of the “information asymmetry” that traditionally characterized
the relationship between lawyers and their corporate clients, see Ronald J. Gilson, The
Devolution of the Legal Profession: A Demand Side Perspective, 49 Md. L. Rev. 869, 889
(1990). See also Galanter & Palay, supra note 5 (describing the relationship between law
firms and their clients during the “golden age”).

79. As Gilson argues, the most important factor leading corporate America to shake off
its surprising complacency about the cost of legal services was the rise of in-house counsel
capable of both diagnosing legal problems and acting as a sophisticated purchasing agent for
legal services. See Gilson, supra note 78, at 902-03; see also Mary C. Daly, The Cultural,
Ethical, and Legal Challenges in Lawyering for a Global Organization: The Role of the
General Counsel, 46 Emory L.J. 1057 (1997). In addition, the breakdown of traditional
taboo against lateral hiring of associates and even partners and the establishment of a more
overly competitive ethos in firms allowed the new breed of general counsel to wield their
new purchasing authority in a much more competitive marketplace. See Heinz et al., supra
note 62, at 292. The combination of all of these trends placed large law firms under
considerable pressure to try to cut costs—or at least to appear to be doing so.
Corporations in the 1980s had to diversify from their existing core of firms. They were too damn expensive. Corporate legal bills were enormous, even on the smallest matters. During the go-go expansionist economy, all that was simply absorbed. But as things got leaner, particularly in the late 1980s after the Savings and Loan crisis was moving through the economy, corporations started cutting back on their legal bills. And traditional corporate law America was very slow to respond—whether they believed it was a passing phase or that their relationships were so deep that they would never be changed, they were slow to respond. As a result, the timing was just impeccable for those of us who were getting into the corporate law business in the 1980s. We represented small, relatively efficient alternatives. The fact that we happened to be black-owned didn’t matter because we were aggressive about cutting costs and delivering high quality services. We came at the forefront.80

Bill Patterson agreed. “Black firms can take credit for revolutionizing—for better or for worse—cost issues, at least in the '80s and '90s,” he pointed out.81 Not only were black corporate law firms’ rates relatively low but many also invested early in technology as a means of maximizing their reach and providing services more efficiently. Brian Jones’s firm, for example, invested heavily in technology in the 1980s. “Technology was a great advantage for us,” Jones explained, “because it allowed us to devise a service-delivery mechanism without actually being on site.”82 Similarly, Patterson used technology to streamline the firm’s billing system to provide clients with much more information than they were used to getting. “We had a billing system that is common today but was uncommon in those days that allowed us to identify for each matter, who did the work, how much time was involved down to a tenth of an hour, and all of the associated costs.”83 Given the “growing interest in cost efficiency” among most clients,84 Patterson had no doubt that the ability to provide verifiably lower-cost legal services “was a substantial part of the firm’s success.”85

Of course, the new emphasis on cost control was not the only change taking place in the legal marketplace. The identity of the lawyers making these purchasing decisions was changing as well. As Charles Edwards explained: “There are now a lot of minority lawyers who are working in-house at Fortune

80. Interview with Charles Robinson, at 26.
81. Interview with Bill Patterson, at 34.
82. Interview with Brian Jones, at 92.
83. Interview with Bill Patterson, at 34.
84. Surprisingly, not every client was initially interested. Patterson recalled a pitch he made to the general counsel of a major nonprofit institution in the late 1980s: “He was an old guy that had been there for something like twenty years and we were busy explaining to him some of the things that we did that we thought were pretty innovative and he just says, ‘When you send me a bill, don’t bother with all of that stuff. All I want is Legal Services Rendered, dot, dot, dot—and the bill.’” Patterson knew enough not to say anything—since he certainly wanted the work—but he also knew that this GC wasn’t long for his job. “Sure enough,” he told me with a chuckle, “a year or so later, he was out of there.” Id.
85. Id.
500 and even Fortune 100 companies and they are looking for black lawyers to hire and have a lot of discretion on what they give out.”86

Moreover, just as many of the public sector initiatives that were started during this period placed an emphasis on hiring minority law firms—as opposed to just giving business to minority lawyers working in established large law firms—a significant number of the new black purchasing agents in major corporations also adopted a similar approach. As a high-ranking black lawyer in the general counsel’s office of a large bank explained: “We have targets for sending work to minority- and women-owned law firms that are separate from those for minorities and women in majority firms.”87 As she went on to tell me, she has made it her business to ensure that the targets for minority-owned firms include significant matters—provided that they have the resources to do the work:

I make sure we give minority firms high-visibility work. We look at the resources they have—how many lawyers they have and how many we need on the deal. As minority firms get larger, they get bigger deals. I have some businesses that if you look at it, all of their work is going to minority firms.

Growing larger, of course, was just what these firms were trying to do. To do so, most were counting on being able to cash in on another trend that many believed held even more promise for developing new business for firms like theirs than the growth of minority in-house counsel.

C. Our Kind of Clients

Black-owned businesses have always been a key clientele for black law firms. In the 1950s and 1960s, small black businesses were the backbone of most black solo practitioners.89 In the decades since then, black-owned companies like Johnson Publishing (publisher of Ebony Magazine) flourished, while new businesses such as BET Holdings (owner of Black Entertainment Television) and TLC Beatrice (the food company purchased by Reginald Lewis which made him the country’s first black billionaire) joined their ranks. At the same time, entertainers and sport stars such as Oprah Winfrey, Eddie Murphy, and Tiger Woods became household names—as well as multimillionaires. Not surprisingly, Neotraditionalist, Start-Up, and Dropout firms alike hoped that all of this new economic activity in the black community would generate a steady stream of business for their new enterprises.

Indeed, it was just this kind of steady diet of matters for emerging black businesses—and the government-funded effort to encourage corporations and

86. Interview with Charles Edwards, at 62.
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89. One of my father’s best clients as a solo practitioner in Chicago in the 1960s, for example, was White’s French Fried Shrimp, a small black business located on the city’s South Side.
banks to support these fledgling ventures—that put Reginald Lewis in the position where he could launch his own effort to become a black capitalist. Lewis was in the first wave of black graduates to emerge from the nation’s elite law schools in the late 1960s, having been recruited to Harvard Law School in 1965 as part of the country’s first significant affirmative action program. Like many of his classmates, Lewis went on to work at a major New York law firm after graduation. But after two years at Paul Weiss, Lewis decided to strike out on his own to create the first black law firm on Wall Street since Deborcey Macon Webster’s solo practice nearly one hundred years before. His goal was to serve the growing business needs of the city’s black community.

Lewis’s timing was impeccable. The year before his firm opened its doors, President Richard M. Nixon signed Executive Order 11458 creating the Office of Minority Business Enterprises (OMBE) within the Commerce Department. As part of this effort, OMBE created Minority Enterprise Small Business Investment Corporations (MESBIC). These corporations essentially acted like private venture capital funds for creating minority businesses. Private companies and foundations were encouraged by the Nixon administration to create pools of capital which the Small Business Administration would agree to multiply by investing or lending three dollars for every one that the MESBIC put into the deal. By June 30, 1970, Nixon’s Commerce Secretary, Maurice Stans, had signed up one hundred corporations and foundations to participate in the program. By the mid-1970s, Lewis had become the outside general counsel of the American Association of Minority Enterprise Small Business Investment Companies and had been retained by many of the large insurance companies and nonprofit foundations that had set up MESBICs.

As the black capitalist class matured and strengthened during the 1980s and 1990s, many other aspiring black corporate lawyers sought to copy Lewis’s success. Moreover, there appeared to be a growing supply of talented black lawyers willing to roll up their sleeves and get the job done.


91. See Dean J. Kotowski, Nixon’s Civil Rights: Politics, Principle, and Policy 134 (2001). As Kotowski makes clear, Nixon was the unexpected author of many important policies in the area of affirmative action. See id. at 155-56. Although for Nixon these policies represented a convenient way to appease civil rights advocates without angering his conservative base, it appears clear that fueling black capitalism and assisting in the creation of a stable black middle class also appealed to Nixon’s view of himself as a scrappy outsider.
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D. Making an Opportunity out of Blocked Opportunity

As indicated above, notwithstanding more than a decade of efforts to integrate large law firms, by 1990 these institutions had still made very little progress in hiring—and even more importantly, retaining—black lawyers. As a result, there was a growing supply of black lawyers with both the experience of representing public and private institutional clients and the need to find an alternative location to develop and exploit their skills. This was particularly true with respect to black women, who, like their white female counterparts, were exiting large law firms at especially high rates. As Freddy Shoemaker explained in underscoring why women were so much a part of his firm’s strategy in the 1980s: “One thing we discovered was that law firms were discriminating against women to beat the band! So there were plenty of smart women around who couldn’t get jobs—or didn’t want jobs—in big firms.”

When many established law firms began laying off associates like Ford and GM traditionally laid off autoworkers in response to the 1991 recession, the pickings for Neotraditionalist, Start-Up, and Dropout minority corporate firms became especially good.

Moreover, for many of these recruits, working for a black law firm was more than a job. It was, in the words of the second epigraph that begins this Article, also a mission to build viable black institutions that could act as a beacon for black professionalism and community uplift. Indeed, it was precisely the hope of creating such an institution that made these pioneers willing to endure the financial sacrifices associated with trying to build a black corporate firm. As Freddy Shoemaker poignantly observed:

What we were trying to do was to build an institutional black firm. And what that meant to us was that if we were lucky and managed to be successful, the best we could ever get out of the deal ourselves was maybe to get our picture up on the wall and by the time we got in our late fifties or sixties that we might make a little money. The guys who were going to make the money and be successful were the guys that would come behind. We knew that and we took it on as our responsibility. And it was going to be fun doing it.

To realize this dream, however, these founders understood that they had to recruit young black lawyers who shared their sense of mission. Those who did were willing to work incredibly hard to achieve the firm’s goals. As the recruit quoted in the second epigraph went on to explain:

I never worked so hard. I knew the price of a mistake. I was an associate. I didn’t care. I really didn’t care. I was so delighted to have this opportunity and to be a part of this thing that I never would have imagined existed if you had asked me when I was in law school. And to feel and to know that I am in some
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small way a part of its evolution was, I just can’t describe it. I really loved doing what I did.99

E. Dreaming the Impossible Dream

As the last decade of the twentieth century dawned, therefore, the founders of Neotraditionalist, Start-Up, and Dropout firms all had reason to be optimistic. An expanding number of public and private institutional clients were directing their legal business to black law firms. With the number of black corporations and individuals with the resources to use their services on the rise, and a steady supply of recruits being turned away by mainstream firms, the stars appeared to be aligning for the creation of a kind of black law firm that had never been seen before.

Brian Jones summed up the hopes of many of the firms that he helped to organize into “The Elephant” through their interaction in the ABA’s Minority Counsel Demonstration Project:

It was so successful for us in generating new clients in the late ’80s and into the early ’90s that we thought we could possibly grow a national firm from the bottom up—develop the network and relationships and the common interest and common ground to the extent that there would be an incentive and advantage for the participants to talk about a more serious relationship and a combined practice.100

But by the end of the decade, it was clear that Jones’s dream of creating a national black law firm—and the dreams of so many of the other lawyers who started Neotraditionalist, Start-Up, and Dropout firms with such enthusiasm—would prove to be just that: dreams. To see why, it is necessary to understand just how difficult the task of building a sustainable law firm of any kind was in the waning years of the twentieth century.


Ironically, the seeds that ultimately doomed many black corporate firms were sewn in the strategic choices that had initially made so many of these firms successful in their first few years of existence. There was a reason, as many black corporate warriors would soon discover, that traditional large law firms had built their claim to fame (and profitability) on work from private clients, as opposed to the often shifting sands of public engagements. To make matters worse, the ground underneath all law firms began shifting dramatically in the last decade of the twentieth century. Although the seismic transformation that began in the 1990s—and which continues unabated to this day—has
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precipitated the demise of many established firms over the last twenty years, it is sadly predictable that firms that were already marginal would suffer the most. Finally, with respect to every market where black corporate firms had managed to establish a beachhead, the large law firms that for most of the century had a monopoly on this kind of lucrative work—often led by the growing number of black partners within these established institutions—began reasserting themselves in ways that impinged on the strategies of even the most successful Neotraditionalist, Start-Up, and Dropout firms. The combined effect of all of these forces was a gradual winnowing away of the business, legal, and perhaps most importantly, spiritual case that had persuaded so many ambitious black lawyers to embark on the perilous path of building their own corporate firms.

A. The Perils of the Public Sector

The first risk of building a firm based on political contacts is, of course, that one’s political benefactors will be voted out of office. But even when your candidates win, the rewards may not be nearly as great as one might have been led to expect. It was a dual lesson that many aspiring black corporate law firms would learn the hard way.

1. Live by the sword, die by the sword

Bill Patterson is a case in point. Patterson dreamed of creating a new kind of black law firm focused on public and private institutional clients. “I wanted to have a fifty-person firm,” he tells me when we talked, “and then possibly hook up with people in other cities who were doing similar things where you had black people that were capable of supporting the firm and then build from there.” And that is exactly what he attempted to do. After apprenticing at a Neotraditionalist black firm and spending a few years in state government, where he helped to write legislation that would open up opportunities in public finance for black lawyers and investment bankers, Patterson opened his own black corporate firm in 1982. From its modest beginnings of four lawyers, the firm grew steadily on a mix of work for public and private institutions until it reached twelve lawyers at the beginning of the 1990s. But Patterson’s big break came a few years later when an old family friend was elected the city’s first black mayor.

It seemed destined to make Patterson’s dream of having a fifty-person black corporate law firm come true. “It was a huge moment for me,”
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Patterson admitted—and a potentially momentous one for his firm as well. At first it appeared that the new mayor’s election would bring about the realization of Patterson’s dream of creating a national black corporate firm. During the new black mayor’s administration, Patterson’s firm went from twelve lawyers to twenty-eight lawyers. But then, just as suddenly, the moment was over. “The Republicans took over,” Patterson recounted with a laugh. Suddenly Patterson found himself completely frozen out:

It was horrendous. It was just, “boom, you’re gone!” At the city agency where we were underwriters counsel, they didn’t even bother calling us up and telling us. It was just done. And at the state level we got zoomed too. We really got cut back. It wasn’t a pretty scene.

Two years later, Patterson’s firm had shrunk back to the size it had been before his friend was elected mayor.

Needless to say, a political strategy is risky for any lawyer since the oldest rule in politics is that your candidate can always lose. As Bill Patterson and many other black lawyers discovered, however, this old rule has particular salience for those who put their fate in the hands of black politicians who often face special electoral risks, especially in cities where black voters do not constitute a solid majority. When Harold Washington died unexpectedly in 1987, he was replaced by Richard M. Daly, the scion of the Irish political boss who had run Chicago politics with an iron fist for more than thirty years. As a result, many of the minority firms that had prospered under Washington’s administration found themselves, like Patterson, on the outside looking in. Indeed, given the tendency of politicians to separate the world into “supporters” and “enemies,” the fact that a black firm had been close to the Washington administration counted against their efforts to get additional city business from the new Daly administration.

To protect against this risk, a few black firms tried to play both sides of the street. Freddy Shoemaker, whose Start-Up firm depended heavily on public work, was one of the few that managed this balancing act successfully. “We could always walk both sides of the aisle,” Shoemaker told me with pride. One of his partners had been prominent in Democratic circles for many years while another was one of the state’s most prominent black Republicans. And Shoemaker himself, he confided with a twinkle in his eye, has always been an independent.

As Shoemaker readily conceded, however, playing both sides of the street was expensive—a reality, Bill Patterson insisted, that favored his established competition. “The white firms in the business were of sufficient size to try to cover both bases,” he lamented. Moreover, as a black small firm, Patterson
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went on to explain, the barriers to cozying up to politicians on both sides of the aisle were arguably even greater: “The Republicans never made it very appealing for anybody black to try to cover the bases with them. We weren’t averse to supporting the Republicans, but we didn’t get the opportunity to have that conversation, frankly.”

What Patterson, Shoemaker, and many other black lawyers did get to do was to work in partnerships with the very large law firms with whom they were actively competing for city business. Although these relationships were supposed to be cooperative, many of the lawyers I interviewed reported that they were in fact more combative than any electoral contest between Republicans and Democrats.

2. With friends like these . . .

When black mayors like Coleman Young and Harold Washington assumed the reigns of government, the prior exclusion of black professionals from city business ensured that there would be no black lawyers or investment bankers with any appreciable experience in doing important municipal work. This was particularly significant in the field of municipal bonds where credit agencies required that any firm that was to act as lead counsel had to be listed in the “Red Book” indicating that they had successfully taken the lead on a prior offering. Needless to say, there were no black law firms in the Red Book. To get listed, minority firms had to find majority partners willing to work with them—and eventually, to train them sufficiently so that they were capable of doing transactions on their own. By making it clear that the only way a firm would be able to win city business was to find a suitable minority joint venture partner, black mayors and other elected officials ensured that the new generation of black corporate law firms would be cut in on some of this work. What they could not ensure, however, was that the majority firms would like it—or that the minority lawyers who got the opportunity would take full advantage of it.

Sometimes things worked just as they were supposed to. Brian Jones’s first such experience is an example of how the policy was supposed to work—and the conditions under which it is most likely to do so. Jones’s firm was hired to work on a major bond deal for a new hospital. Because his firm was not in the Red Book, Jones was told that he would have to partner with a majority firm to do the deal. But in a move that proved to be especially important, the chief of staff also told Jones that he could select the majority firm that would take the lead in the joint venture.

Jones chose the law firm where he had worked as a summer associate before deciding to skip out on big firm practice to pursue his dream of creating
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a black corporate law firm. At first the firm wasn’t interested in having to share the work—or the fee—with their inexperienced former employee. “But then,” Jones told me with a laugh, “I showed up at a bond conference with a partner from one of the other large firms and all of a sudden they were interested!”\(^\text{110}\) Notwithstanding this rocky start, it proved to be a terrific partnership:

> It was a wonderful experience. The bond partner with whom I worked was a prince of a guy. He was very forthcoming. I’m sure he didn’t relish the requirement that we worked together but it never showed. And he taught me everything I knew about the bond business at that point in time.\(^\text{111}\)

Significantly, the majority firm also benefited from the joint arrangement. “Prior to Coleman’s election,” Jones confided, “there was another firm that had been doing the majority of the city’s bond work.”\(^\text{112}\) So in addition to receiving the lion’s share of the fee, Jones also was helping his old firm get its foot back in the door to work on other deals. All things considered, not a bad reward for a few hours of teaching Jones the ropes.

For his part, Jones and his partners made sure that they made the most of the opportunity. “Getting the opportunity to do the work is one thing,” Jones stated emphatically, “continuing to do the work is another. The only way you can continue to do the work is to get this Red Book listing. So that’s where we headed in terms of our strategic goal.”\(^\text{113}\) It didn’t take long for the firm to accomplish its objective: “Because of market conditions, instead of selling one big bond, we had to break it down into a 30, 20, and 5 million dollar issuance at three separate times.” As luck would have it, a big bank where Jones had worked before going to law school had already bought some of the first two bond issues. Jones used his contacts at the bank to get in to see the head of the bond department to convince him to create the “C” bonds—and to let Jones and his firm work as lead counsel on the deal. “The only thing that was different was the opinion. It was the same security. So that’s what won us a Red Book listing”—and the clout to demand to be sole or lead bond counsel on future deals.\(^\text{114}\)

When this combination of fortuitous circumstances—i.e., an elected official who gives the minority firm the right to select its majority partner, a prior relationship with a majority firm that understands that it also stands to benefit from the arrangement, and a new client willing to allow the minority firm to leverage its joint venture experience into a leading role on a future deal—joint ventures proved to be very successful. Where these conditions were not present, however, the black firm’s experience was often decidedly less rosy.

Bill Blakely recounted a particularly egregious example of the kind of
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degradation and outright defiance that black firms routinely endured from their joint venture partners. After four years of doing bond work at a large law firm, Blakely left to join the new D.C. branch office of one of the country’s premier minority bond firms. Suddenly, Blakely’s new firm was appointed lead bond counsel for the city and all of the other firms that had been doing the city’s work had to get in line just to be co-counsel—including Blakely’s old firm. “I was giving my old boss assignments. We were joint counsel and she was working for me. I’m 24 years old. I can’t lie, it felt really good!”115

Blakely’s former boss and many of the other legal heavyweights who found themselves in this position were understandably less thrilled. “We had this sheet in which we would allocate responsibility on the deal,” Blakely explained. “On one side was all of the core stuff: who would draft the primary financing documents, the debenture, the bond purchasing agreement, the official statement. All the meaty stuff. And then there was this other list of certificates and other miscellaneous stuff.”116 Blakely was well aware of how these lists were typically divided: “Historically, the minority firms would do all of the miscellaneous stuff. That was their thirty percent.” But Blakely was under instructions to do things a little bit differently. “I was told unless you absolutely can’t—physically can’t—do this work, you know how this allocation should work. And we worked and we would do it. We just did it.”117

At first the firm’s efforts were greeted with incredulity. “For the first year there was just disbelief that these black people would actually do it—actually take on the substantive responsibility,” Blakely recalled. “They would constantly ask us: ‘Do you really think you have the tax expertise to lead the tax law for this? Don’t you need some help with the FCC disclosure?’”118 But after a year, the knives came out. “They just got out in the open,” Blakely recounted, shaking his head. “They couldn’t take it anymore.” The first move was to go to the client. “They went to the mayor and actually threatened to resign if they weren’t given a lead role in the deal,” he told me in amazement. When that didn’t work, firms would resort to open defiance:

I sat in deals where lawyers openly refused to deliver opinions because they did not think that they were getting paid enough. . . . I’ve seen lawyers in open meetings dispute positions that we were taking. We’re co-counsel. We’re supposed to be speaking with a single voice. And they are openly disputing what you’re saying in a negotiation.119
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It was an eye-opening experience. As Blakely explained, “this was behavior that was clearly unimaginable to any black practitioner. You do that once and you are gone. Out of business.” Yet here were some of the top law firms in the country brazenly engaging in unprofessional behavior. And doing so, as Blakely underscored, for no reason. “My firm had done about a bazillion dollars worth of these deals over the last twenty years. So it was laughable that they didn’t know what they were doing.” Although looking back over those years, he finds the conduct of such prestigious lawyers amusing, the lesson he took away from the experience is deadly serious. “As soon as you move into a position of empowerment with respect to the disposition of fees,” he told me, “you figure out what the real deal is very, very quickly.”

Eventually, Blakely’s competence, and the obvious competence of the other black lawyers around him, earned his firm the grudging respect—if not always the affection—of the big firm lawyers with whom he worked. Unfortunately, not every black firm rose to the challenge.

3. Just gettin’ paid

Undoubtedly, few majority law firms reacted with the kind of open defiance that Blakely encountered. Instead, most had a far simpler strategy for dealing with their new joint venture partners. Freddy Shoemaker succinctly summed up the most common strategy: “If they could get you to just take the money and not show up, they’d be happy to give it to you.” Shoemaker understood the cost of this free lunch and never took the bait. “We would never go for that. We had to do the work. We were trying to learn how to do this stuff.”

Others, however, were less fastidious. Not surprisingly, none of the black corporate lawyers I interviewed would admit that they had simply taken the money and ran. I interviewed enough lawyers who acknowledged seeing other black lawyers doing so, however, to leave little doubt that the practice was sadly all too widespread.

Marshall James is typical of those who witnessed this phenomenon first hand. As a solo practitioner who had never managed to develop a corporate clientele notwithstanding his reputation as one of the city’s best trial lawyers, James knew how difficult it was for black lawyers to escape the low expectations—and resulting low incomes—that came from only being able to represent black individuals and small businesses. So when James found himself appointed the city’s chief legal officer in the administration of its first black mayor, he made it his business to ensure that black lawyers would finally have
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a chance to share in the city’s best work. To accomplish this goal, James mandated that any established firm that wanted to get significant city business had to have a minority joint venture partner. As he explained:

The most lucrative legal work that was available for us to send out was bond work. So I set up a plan whereby I would have the majority firms that sought to do business with us at least have a minority co-bond counsel. And I was always able to have a minority lawyer doing some of that work.124

What James wasn’t able to ensure, however, was that the minority lawyer included on the deal actually did the work. “I found out that the majority firm would simply do all the work and send the minority lawyers a check. And the minority lawyers, I found for the most part, were content to do that.”125

As James recognized, the reasons underlying the lack of ambition by so many in the black bar were complex. “There were lawyers who actually were enthusiastically trying to learn the business,” he conceded, “but there was no encouragement by the majority firms for them to do so because they viewed them as potential competition. Their attitude was: ‘If you can do it independently, you don’t need me.’” Still James refused to put the blame entirely on the lack of cooperation by majority firms. “There were others who simply thought they’d died and gone to heaven to get all this money for so little paper pushing,” he said with a shrug. “And so I don’t think it was all one or the other. It was a combination.”126

Regardless of the ultimate cause, however, the end result of simply taking a handout was devastating for many aspiring black corporate firms. Firms that never learned to do the work—and therefore never made it into the Red Book—were dependent upon the new rules of the game for doing public deals staying the same. But as the century wound down, the new black corporate elite was about to find out that more than the calendar was changing. So too were the black politicians upon whom so many depended for their supper.

Bill Blakely captured a sentiment I heard expressed by many:

I began seeing a change of black leadership in some of these cities. It takes a special person to say to Merrill Lynch “you are not going to do a bond deal until you bring me a black law firm. Goldman, don’t visit me unless I see some black investment bankers in your syndicate.” It takes a special breed. I call them warriors. And I’m looking out there and I’m seeing fewer warriors. The people who when push comes to shove even at their personal and professional expense will make the unequivocal decision that white professionals make all the time—that this is who I want in the stream of opportunity. They don’t equivocate. They aren’t apologizing. That’s your Coleman Young, your Marion Barry, your Harold Washington. The program changes when those warriors are replaced by folks who—albeit talented
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politicians—feel compelled to rationalize these types of decisions.\(^\text{127}\)

It was a refrain that I would hear often. Bill Campbell, who became mayor of Atlanta in 1994, was not as good for black law firms as Maynard Jackson, the city’s first black mayor. Michael White, who became mayor of Cleveland in 1990, was not as good for black law firms as Carl Stokes, the city’s first black mayor. Even Dennis Archer, who created the ABA’s program to aid minority corporate law firms, is viewed by many in the black bar as not being as dedicated to funneling business to black lawyers as his predecessor Coleman Young had been. In each instance, the complaint was the same: the new breed of black politicians was afraid to play the political game the way it had always been played for fear that they would be accused of favoritism. As Freddy Shoemaker summed up derisively:

This is one of the real problems we have now. Jewish guys have always given it to the Jewish guys first. Italian guys give it to Italians; Irish guys give it to the Irish; and the Yankees give it to the Yankees. Now, that we’ve got work to give out, unless there is some real special need it should go to us. But more often than not, that’s not the case. The black guys are always thinking: “Are we going to be showing some special favoritism to blacks?” The other guys never think that way.\(^\text{128}\)

What these informants only grudgingly acknowledged, however, was that the old rules of big city politics were changing. As so often is the case, just as black law firms moved into a position to master the old system of translating political influence into private wealth, a new—and in many respects more draconian—set of ground rules was being put into place.\(^\text{129}\)

4. Paying for playing

By the early 1990s, the “pay-to-play” system of lavishing political donations on elected officials in return for preferential access to lucrative bond business had become both open and notorious.\(^\text{130}\) Spurred by a shift from competitive bidding, where bond business was given to the underwriting firm offering the lowest interest rate, to negotiated bidding, where the city and the underwriter negotiated the rate after the firm was selected, firms increasingly
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used political contributions as a way of encouraging officials to select them to underwrite municipal bonds.131

Fearing government intervention—or perhaps just tiring of an escalating war of dollars that in the end only served to stuff the coffers of elected officials—the industry itself took the first step to crack down on the practice when seventeen of the largest underwriting firms initiated a voluntary ban on making contributions to elected officials with whom they were trying to do business.132 The SEC quickly followed suit and in 1994 issued a regulation prohibiting municipal securities dealers from participating in negotiated bids with any official to whom the firm had made a political contribution in the last two years.133 Although the new SEC rule expressly exempted lawyers from its coverage, the Agency began a parallel effort to encourage the ABA and other bar leaders to issue a similar ban on pay-to-play.134 After some wrangling over language and scope, the ABA adopted a resolution denouncing pay-to-play, which was later codified as an amendment to the Model Rules of Professional Conduct.135

At first blush, it would seem hard to object to a set of reforms designed to curb a practice whose very name suggests a corruption of the public contracting process. Indeed, one might have thought that minority firms would be particularly happy to see the demise of pay-to-play. After all, these firms inevitably had less ability to pay than their majority counterparts.136

Notwithstanding this reality, however, most minority- and women-owned firms opposed the regulation. In a statement to the SEC, the Coalition to Enact Fair Municipal Securities Practices argued that implementing the SEC’s ban on contributions would prompt municipalities to abandon the negotiated contracting policies that had forced the inclusion of minority- and women-owned firms and lead to the return of the “old boy” system of distributing bond
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work from which these newcomers had always been excluded. Senator Carol Moseley-Braun of Illinois, at the time the body’s only black member, pressed a similar objection in a meeting with the SEC chairman.

These concerns sadly proved all too true. More than a few prominent black lawyers and politicians found their past practices being investigated under the harsh glare of the new ethics spotlight. Although the resulting charges did not always stem from a direct application of the new rules, the new environment was enough to cause many working in black corporate firms to reassess the viability of these enterprises. Bill Blakely’s reaction is typical of many I heard:

Joe Barnes, one of our most notable bond lawyers, whose firm was incredibly successful in the municipal bond business with offices all over the place. He got indicted and went to jail. It is widely known in the black community that black lawyers and investment bankers are being targeted, particularly in black cities like Cleveland, St. Louis, Detroit, DC, and Chicago. Black mayors are also being targeted. Now white people have been donating to campaigns and getting business for a bazillion years. Now, all of a sudden there’s an ethical concern for law firms that do business with governmental entities who are showing up on the contribution list of government officials.

Even if Blakely and others were simply being paranoid, the result was nevertheless devastating to the aspirations of black corporate firms since it caused many to doubt that they could continue to have the same kind of success in the future that these institutions had enjoyed in the recent past. As Blakely reluctantly concluded:

To use a football metaphor, the fellows that I was working for were pretty much in the third or fourth quarter of their careers. They had had a nice run with 20 years of Coleman Young and other strong black politicians. It wasn’t clear to me that over my career horizon public finance would do the same for


139. Interview with Bill Blakely, at 47. For a discussion of the Barnes case and other actions against black lawyers and elected officials, see, for example, Cathy Connors, Black Lawyer Jailed on Tax Evasion Charges, N.Y. Amsterdam News, Dec. 9, 1995, at 1 (reporting that Joseph Barnes, senior partner of the firm of Barnes, McGhee, Segue & Harper pled guilty to failing to pay federal income taxes on more than $600,000 in income he received from his firm); Richard Lezin Jones, Mayor’s Term, Full of Highs, Has Its Lows in Atlanta, Bill Campbell Gets Credit for Much of the City’s Success—Now, He is Under Probe, Philadelphia Inquirer, Feb. 11, 2001, at A3 (reporting on a series of corruption investigations against Atlanta Mayor Bill Campbell alleging, among other things, that he took illegal campaign contributions and other favors from companies doing business with the city).
Those who stayed in the business found it even more difficult to compete with majority firms who could still funnel contributions through other parts of the firm. The result was a significant decline in black-owned firms. As Freddy Shoemaker lamented:

The big law firms and investment banks wanted this to happen. Now they can say, “I’d like to help you, but I can’t do it.” And the black firms that have been coming along and snatching all of that municipal business won’t be able to do it anymore because they can’t do the kind of support that would get their guy elected in the first place. You should take a look at the number of black investment banking and law firms that were around before this rule and the number that are around now. It’s incredible, just like night and day.

The fact that the legal and political environment was also changing only compounded the problem.

5. Affirmative reaction—and inaction

By the mid-1990s, it was palpably clear that much of the country—and a majority of the Supreme Court—had turned hostile toward affirmative action, particularly in the area of public contracting. Brian Jones captured the magnitude of what he called the “sea change” that began to sweep over the country during the Reagan and Bush years:

America essentially had played out its conscience in terms of correcting the wrongs of the past. The heart strings were no longer being pulled by Martin Luther King’s “do the right thing” message. The remedies hadn’t been administered fully but the country is tiring. You get the emergence of the conservative right; of reverse discrimination; and of black conservatives who are questioning all the traditional strategies.

It was, as many black firms discovered, a potent combination that would sap the energy from many of the programs that had been responsible for their success.

The Supreme Court, once in the vanguard of pushing for greater opportunity for black Americans, turned particularly hostile as Republican appointees formed a tenuous—but nevertheless powerful—new conservative majority. In 1989, the Court in *Croson v. City of Richmond* struck down
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141. Echoing the fears of many black investment bankers, Bill Blakely summed up the reality of the new rules of engagement:

If you are Merrill Lynch, the regulation precludes your public finance department from making a contribution. It does not preclude your corporate finance department or your traders or sales force from making a contribution. Who does that disproportionately impact? The minority investment bankers who are singularly in the public finance business.

Id. at 48.
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143. Interview with Brian Jones, at 82.
Richmond’s minority contracting ordinance requiring that thirty percent of city business go to minority- and women-owned firms.\footnote{City of Richmond v. J.A. Croson Co., 488 U.S. 469 (1989).} A majority of the Court found that the ordinance violated the Fourteenth Amendment notwithstanding the fact that prior to the election of the city’s first black mayor who spearheaded the program’s enactment, the old capital of the Confederacy had expressly discriminated against blacks and that virtually no significant city business went to minority-owned firms. As Justice O’Connor declared in her opinion for the court, such a “generalized assertion” of past racial discrimination was insufficient to justify the use of a “rigid racial quota” for awarding public contracts.\footnote{Id. at 499-500.} Five years later in\textit{ Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena}, the Court made clear that federal set-aside programs would be governed by a similar standard.\footnote{Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena, 515 U.S. 200 (1995).} Applying strict scrutiny, the \textit{Adarand} majority concluded that a general desire to remedy past discrimination against a particular group did not constitute a compelling state interest justifying the program’s award of additional points in the bidding process to applicants who hired minority subcontractors. Turning the knife one final time, the Court acknowledged that programs which are truly designed to assist “disadvantaged” applicants could survive constitutional scrutiny, but concluded that race was not a sufficient proxy for disadvantage.\footnote{Metro Broadcasting, Inc. v. FCC, 497 U.S. 547 (1990), in which a different majority had held that federal programs should be governed by a more permissive standard.} \textit{Croson} and \textit{Adarand} clearly spelled trouble for the black corporate bar’s aspirations. At the state and local level, virtually all of the programs that had been instituted by black elected officials to guarantee minority participation in the issuance of municipal bonds had a structure similar to the set-aside program struck down in \textit{Croson}. Although many local officials—particularly, as one might expect, in cities with large black populations—remained defiant for a surprisingly long time,\footnote{In Atlanta, for example, the state’s Supreme Court invalidated the city’s minority-contracting program shortly after \textit{Croson} was decided. See Steven Mufson, \textit{Atlanta Seeks New Paths to Minority Contracting}, WASH. POST, Dec. 17, 1989, at H2. Yet rather than abandon the program, the city looked for ways to restructure it so as to preserve the gains made by minority firms. Id. A decade later, Atlanta mayor Bill Campbell was still vowing to “fight to the death” to protect the city’s minority-contracting program and that “[t]here will be no compromise, no capitulation whatsoever.” Vern E. Smith, \textit{Who Needs a Fair Deal?}, NEWSWEEK, Aug. 30, 1999, at 32. Not surprisingly, minority lawyers in these cities and others where politicians took a strong stand to defend set-aside programs felt themselves to be far luckier than those in places where such leadership was lacking. As a lawyer in Atlanta put it: “With the retreat from affirmative action, it has put great pressure on black law firms and all black businesses. We’re better off in Atlanta because we control more than other cities. I mean in Greensboro, North Carolina, where blacks have no influence in government, it’s pitiful!” Interview with Patrick Arnold, at 22.} eventually, legal challenges forced most cities to
substantially modify their minority-contracting policies.148

The fate of the RTC’s minority counsel program was similarly dispiriting. Like the RTC itself, the program to funnel work to minority- and women-owned law firms was never intended to be permanent. Indeed, this was one of the reasons that some minority firms hesitated to become too invested in the work the program provided.149 Nevertheless, the way the program died—without ever even attempting to implement many of its most important mandates—had much to do with Adarand and the country’s declining support for affirmative action. By the summer of 1995, not quite two years after Congress wrote specific affirmative action practices into the law, and less than a month after Adarand, the federal government essentially pulled the plug on the RTC program.150 As the GAO’s Final Report on the initiative concedes, RTC never implemented the law’s requirement to create a monitoring program to ensure compliance with its subcontracting goals for minority law firms.151

The effects of this neglect were all too predictable. Many aspiring black corporate law firms received far less work from the RTC than they expected. But even those who did benefit found themselves unable to build on this success when the program went away. As Charles Robinson—whose firm benefited as much as any other aspiring black corporate law firm from the RTC program—reported, his firm was unable to convert any of the contacts or experience it had gleaned in doing the RTC’s work into future business once the program came to an end. “It had no tail,” Robinson stated flatly. Although the FDIC continued to have a mandate to utilize minority-owned firms even after the specific work assigned to the RTC had been concluded, there was no longer the political pressure to hold the agency’s feet to the fire. “Mfume beat up on the head of the RTC until it said uncle,” Robinson explained. “And the word went out that we will implement this program. Period. And they did. But the FDIC did not get beaten up on—or they weren’t as amenable to pressure, and the work went away.”152

148. After vowing to “fight to the death,” Campbell was forced to agree to a compromise modification of Atlanta’s set-aside program. Smith, supra note 147. Even with these changes, the program has been repeatedly challenged in court. Id. Although the city has so far survived these challenges, developments in other cities, including Chicago, seemed destined to fuel even more litigation. See Gary Wisby, City Told to Change Law on Set-Asides for Minorities, Women, CHI. SUN-TIMES, Dec. 30, 2003, at 12.

149. See Newdorf & Elliot, supra note 48, at 1 (“[Some minority law firms feared] sinking all [of their] hopes into the FDIC [when] this work [was] going to end in a few years.”).

150. See Michael K. Frisby, Some Agencies Stage Affirmative-Action Retreat While White House Still Debates Its Battle Plan, WALL ST. J., Mar. 24, 1995, at A16 (noting that the RTC hired a consultant to study its affirmative action program and failed to implement many of the program’s policies).
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As Robinson soon discovered, many of his private clients were going away as well.

B. *When the Hunter Becomes the Hunted*

1. *The danger of democracy*

If the countermajoritarian power of the Supreme Court was ultimately what undermined the power of the affirmative action programs adopted by black elected officials, the death knell of the ABA’s program for steering private clients to black law firms was sounded as a result of the pressure to democratize this successful initiative. Once it was clear that there was real money to be made through the ABA program, everyone wanted to participate. The first to demand entry were other minority firms who claimed that they were just as competent as those that had been initially selected.153 But soon, the minority partners in majority firms were knocking on the door as well. They, too, needed access to corporate work to survive—especially in an environment in which the old collegiality of “one for all and all for one” of the golden age was rapidly being replaced by an ethos in which you “eat what you kill,” and partners who don’t “kill,” don’t eat.154

Given its status as an organization open to all lawyers, it was hard for the ABA to refuse these requests. After a series of bitter meetings in which the minority firms accused the minority partners at majority firms of seeking to subvert the initiative by redirecting work back to the same big firms that had always had the business (albeit with some credit going to minority partners), the ABA decided to drop any pretense of exclusivity (as well as the word “Demonstration” from the title) and open the program to all minority lawyers.155 Within a few months, the original thirteen firms had ballooned to more than 200.156 At the same time, several state and local bar organizations, often acting under the leadership of the newly emerging generation of black bar presidents, created similar programs designed to encourage corporations in their jurisdictions to hire minority lawyers.157

---

153. These demands were sometimes quite forcefully stated. For example, one lawyer I interviewed confronted Dennis Archer in an ABA meeting with over 300 lawyers present and flatly stated that if he wasn’t allowed into the program he would sue. Interview with Warren Mitchell, at 50.


155. See David B. Wilkins, *supra* note 61, at 59-60 (describing the changes in the ABA program).

156. Interview with Charles Robinson, at 48 (“[W]hat you saw was an expansion to something like 200 minority firms in the last few years of the ABA program.”).

The results of this dramatic expansion were sadly predictable. What the program gained in breadth it lost in depth. Although some black lawyers continued to benefit, most felt, in the words of a partner from another of the original thirteen firms, that as the program went from trying to create a “black corporate elite” to one that was open to “every minority lawyer in the world,” it generated less and less in the way of real opportunities for business development or relationship building.

Notwithstanding that they were arguably best positioned to handle corporate work, Dropout firms found themselves particularly hard hit by this development. As Charles Edwards lamented, “by the time I got involved corporations had formed relationships to a large measure with the people with whom they were going to do business—and there wasn’t a lot of new business being given out.”

By the mid-1990s, corporate America no longer felt that it needed to be educated about the existence of minority lawyers through programs like the ABA’s. As a general counsel from one of the project’s original corporate sponsors explained to Charles Robinson about why he no longer came to the ABA conference: “I already know every minority law firm.” Instead, what these increasingly sophisticated purchasing agents wanted to know was

---

[hereinafter S.F. REPORT] (describing a similar program in California).

158. Not surprisingly, the original thirteen firms were the most likely to continue to benefit even after the program was expanded. As Charles Robinson explained, even though the project no longer generated much new work, it still gave him a valuable opportunity to check in with his existing clients who continued to participate:

   At a minimum, the meetings were incredibly good opportunities for me to touch bases with existing clients. To take two days to make one trip to get a chance to see nine or ten existing major clients and just press the flesh, I mean that is incredibly valuable. It’s the sort of thing that in a majority firm you’d kill to be able to do in that efficient a period of time. If I end up getting some work down the line from that, so much the better.

   Interview with Charles Robinson, at 48. As Robinson acknowledged, however, it was much easier because, unlike the firms who were not a part of the original lucky thirteen, he had existing relationships with these corporate clients. Id. (acknowledging that “most of these folks though are coming in without those preexisting relationships and their chances of getting work down the line are limited”).

159. Interview with Warren Mitchell, at 50-52.

160. Interview with Charles Edwards, at 43.

161. Interview with Charles Robinson, at 49. Not surprisingly, as Robinson went on to explain when recounting what this general counsel had told him, this attitude—albeit understandable—contributed to the belief among many minority lawyers that the ABA’s program was more about image than about substance:

   He had been to so many conferences at that point in time that he had probably met and interviewed 150 minority firms around the country. He did not need to come to these conferences to meet these firms again. Sure, there would be new people. Sure, there was some public image benefit to the company continuing to come to conferences. And therefore they did. But as a practical matter, the GC would say “I don’t need to come to these conferences anymore”—which would really piss off some guy who just formed his two person firm in Washington, D.C. and comes to this corporate counsel conference and here’s this guy saying “I know everybody” and he’s never met him.

Id.
whether hiring a minority firm would help their company better compete in an increasingly competitive global marketplace.

2. The return of the big boys

As indicated above, lower fees—and greater efficiency—were central to the value proposition that black corporate firms offered to their clients. Indeed, as Bill Patterson conceded, “in hindsight, I think it was a lot more of a factor than any of us were prepared to admit at the time in terms of why these corporations were using us.”162 Given the growing pressure from general counsels on even the most established firms to reduce costs and to become more efficient, it was only a matter of time before these sleeping giants awoke to the competition.

For Patterson, the realization hit home in the course of a pitch for business during the height of the recession in the early 1990s. As he explained, “by the end of the economic cycle we were bidding on some work—because that’s another new thing that was happening, instead of just interviewing people they wanted you to give them a price quote—and we were astounded to find out that a very large law firm had underbid us. I don’t mean by a little, I mean considerably!”163 After recovering from his initial shock, Patterson realized that the sleeping giants were finally waking up to the new competitive realities—giants who could afford to offer the elephant a few peanuts in order to get access to a bigger piece of the pie down the line. “The only way that they could have bid that low was to just absorb this work as a loss leader to establish a toe hold with this particular entity,” he told me that he finally understood. “And it was also a way for them to keep some of their associates busy during the downturn instead of just throwing them out as so many firms were doing at the time. So yeah, we started getting competition from the big guys for stuff that in the true sense of the word should have been ours for the pickings. Yeah, it hurt.”164

Moreover, it was not just the big guys who figured out the new rules of the game. As Charles Robinson bemoaned, “small white law firms have caught up too.”165 It was a squeeze play, as Robinson explained, that would play out again and again for the new black corporate warriors: “IBM, Chrysler, Ford, Waste Management all went through this sort of downsizing of their outside counsel.”166 And on each occasion, Robinson’s firm lost business—sometimes to larger firms and sometimes to small ones—but always to someone. Clearly, as Robinson succinctly put it, “small African American firms were no longer
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Nor did things get much better when the legal economy began to rebound in the Clinton years. Although the rising tide lifted all boats to a certain extent, in the end it only served to accentuate the competitive pressures that were eroding the market position of black corporate firms. Big firms grew even bigger—often dramatically bigger—and so did the size of the corporate deals and major litigation that these firms were expected to handle. The sheer size of the new legal marketplace put even the largest of the new black firms at a significant disadvantage. As Bill Patterson explained:

I was getting calls to do work that we couldn’t do. A client would call and say “we’ve got a bankruptcy matter, can you help us out?” And I’d have to say “I’d love to but I don’t have a bankruptcy lawyer.” Or another client for whom we were doing great work would call and say “we’ve got an extra deal but we’ve got to close it in a week” and I’d have to say “we can’t, we don’t have the capacity.”

At the same time, the cost advantage that should have come from being smaller was increasingly becoming not only less pronounced but paradoxically less important as well. It was not just that big firms and other boutique operations were cutting their prices to match the savings offered by black corporate firms. It was also that as the legal services market began to heat up again, many companies were much less concerned about the kind of modest savings that minority firms could reasonably offer. To be sure, corporations increasingly demanded across-the-board rate cuts from their outside counsel or offered to give firms all of the company’s related litigation or transactions in return for a flat fee. For the most part, however, even the largest of the new black corporate firms were too small to benefit from either of these trends even if they had wanted to do so. And with respect to the kind of work that black firms could do—and wanted to do—the good times once again made cost less of a determinative factor. The result, according to Charles Robinson, was sadly predictable:

Like in many human endeavors, what happens is that the firms that have traditionally been used ended up getting more of the work again—they may not be making more money than they used to make, in fact they are probably making less—but they are getting the work.

Notwithstanding the dramatic growth in black capitalism, it was a dynamic that
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black corporate lawyers discovered operated in this arena as well.

3. Old habits die hard

Although the new generation of black entertainers, athletes, and entrepreneurs did provide some support to the new generation of black corporate firms, examples of where the synergy among these black capitalists ended up making a significant difference turned out to be few and far between. Successful black business owners and individuals often had longstanding relationships with lawyers who helped them in their climb to the top. In other cases, black superstars simply preferred the full service and reputation of an established law firm. Michael Jordan, for example, gave significant business to two black lawyers in Chicago, but both were partners at major law firms. No matter how accomplished, the new generation of black corporate firms could not provide this kind of service or protection.

Ironically, the larger a black business became, the less likely a black corporate firm was to win a significant amount of the company’s legal business. Although black firms could often handle the legal needs of small black companies, bigger businesses typically needed capacities and expertise that most small minority law firms simply could not provide. Thus the same limitations that made Bill Patterson have to turn away potentially lucrative work from his Start-Up corporate firm in New York made black businesses of more than a certain size shy away from engaging these firms in the first place. As the General Counsel for Earl T. Graves Ltd., publisher of Black Enterprise Magazine, lamented in an article in 1999 when explaining why his company could not use a minority law firm, “[W]e needed lawyers to get involved in intellectual property; it never happened. Our intellectual property generated about $15,000 each year. . . . That’s not enough for a black law firm [to hire an IP attorney to do the work].” The company now takes its business to a black partner in a large law firm.

In the end, for all of the impressive numbers, the growth of black economic power has not translated into a corresponding growth in the economic fortunes of black corporate firms. “I used to think that minority-owned businesses were going to be a real growth area for our firm,” Charles Edwards confided, “but I’m not so sure now. On the one hand, I think minority companies always do some measure of work with minority law firms. And I certainly know that a lot of startup minority companies like to do work with minority lawyers. But the

172. See Arthur S. Hayes, Non-Affirmative Actions: For Pragmatic Reasons, Black Companies Turn to White Firms, NAT’L L.J., July 26, 1999 (quoting Charles Johnson, CEO of the auto transportation service company, as explaining why they continue to use the same white lawyer for their business interests: “Once you start making money, you don’t turn around and kick (the people who helped you free of charge) in the butt.”).
173. Id.
bigger companies are sometimes less interested.\footnote{174}

For Dropout firms like Edwards’, this was an especially bitter pill to swallow—particularly since he and many of his peers suspected that there was something more than simple size and expertise at issue. For those who had been raised in a world where many still believed, whether consciously or subconsciously, that, as one of my informants colorfully put it, “the white man’s ice is colder,”\footnote{175} it was hard not to feel that the reticence by many of the CEOs of black companies to hire black law firms was a modern manifestation of the reluctance of black clients a generation before to engage black lawyers when they could afford a white one. As Edwards complained, “there’s also the sense, certainly among some of the older black companies, that a white firm is a sign of prestige: ‘I’ve got white lawyers working for me’ or ‘I’ll call my white lawyers to take care of this’.”\footnote{176}

Although it is easy to dismiss this criticism as either sour grapes by Edwards—or evidence of lingering self-hatred on the part of black business leaders (as Edwards seems to believe)—the reasons why many black businesses did not give the majority of their legal work to black corporate law firms are undoubtedly more complex than either of these simple shibboleths. Just as black criminal defendants in the pre-	extit{Brown} South legitimately worried that a black lawyer, no matter how competent, would not be heard by white judges and jurors, the new generation of black companies trying to compete in a world increasingly hostile to affirmative action also are legitimately concerned about making sure that they are represented by lawyers whose credibility and experience will be recognized in the eyes of those who will determine their economic fate. As a black partner in a large law firm observed:

Black CEOs look for name brands because of the fear of doing business with the Fortune 500s. It’s another measure, right or wrong, of their sophistication. You want to get individuals to believe that you’re going to be first-tier, and you get credibility when your lawyers are, when your accountants are, first-tier.\footnote{177}

A similar dynamic affected black lawyers working in in-house legal departments. When corporate counsel select lawyers, they face tremendous pressure to hire those whose “merit” is beyond question, in part to protect themselves in case something goes wrong. This pressure is likely to be especially acute for black in-house lawyers, who, like black politicians, face charges of favoritism if they select less prominent black lawyers over better-known whites—even if the black lawyers are arguably better qualified to handle the case.

In sum, as the 1990s came to a close, black corporate law firms were faced

\footnotesize{174. Interview with Charles Edwards, at 62.}  
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\footnotesize{177. Hayes, \textit{supra} note 172 (quoting a black partner at Shaw Pitman, a D.C.-based law firm).}
with a shifting and uncertain market with respect to both their public and private clients. Indeed, just about the only thing that was certain for these firms in this turbulent environment was the skyrocketing cost of keeping the doors open—and new lawyers coming in. More than any other factor, this escalation was what eventually drove a stake through the heart of the dream of creating black corporate law firms.

C. The Grass Is Always Greener—Especially When There Is Plenty of Green

Black corporate law firms, like their Jewish counterparts a generation ago, were built in large measure on the exclusion of black lawyers from mainstream practice. Although this exclusion helped to produce a steady supply of black lawyers who might be enlisted in building these new firms, it also ensured that almost none of these entrepreneurs would have any experience in actually running such a business. Moreover, to the extent that black corporate firms depended for their recruiting on traditional large firms keeping their own doors tightly shut, these new enterprises were vulnerable to anything that would improve the racial climate. As the century came to a close, both of these realities combined to undermine the dream of creating a national black corporate firm.

1. On-the-job training

Not surprisingly, a big factor that made the idea of starting a black corporate law firm so attractive to those who founded these institutions was the very fact that nothing like this had been done before. Just as predictably, however, the very fact that these institutions were unprecedented made it much more difficult for those who started them to succeed. Given that they had no experience in running a firm—or, for many, in working in a corporate firm at all—the black lawyers who created Start-Up firms were particularly vulnerable to this reality. The fact that these were also the lawyers with the most ambitious dreams for expansion only served to exacerbate the management difficulties they encountered.

Bill Patterson’s experience was unfortunately typical. By the late 1990s, Patterson’s firm, which had reached a high of almost thirty lawyers just a few years before, had shrunk to less than fifteen, and was in danger of contracting even further.

178 Although, as we have seen, many factors contributed to the firm’s financial difficulties, in the end Patterson told me he believed that it was he and his partners’ lack of experience with what it took to create a viable corporate firm that ultimately doomed the firm’s chances.

I think the biggest problem was experience: experience with working in a partnership; experience with high levels of business. We simply didn’t have

178. Interview with Bill Patterson, at 33.
the template to do it. And we didn’t have the motivation or the access to get to
others to find out how to do it. These were all super bright people, I’m not
trying to say anything about that. But I’m just saying if you haven’t done it
before, if you don’t know it, it’s very hard to do. We just didn’t have the
experience factor. 179

Specifically, Patterson found that the firm did not have the capital structure
to survive the downturn it inevitably faced—let alone to finance the
expansionist dream of building a presence on a national stage. In the early
1990s, Patterson assured me, his firm, and many of the minority firms he hoped
would eventually link together to form a national powerhouse, “were making
plenty of money.” 180 But what they weren’t doing was preparing adequately
for the future they envisioned, let alone the one they actually experienced. “We
weren’t capitalizing the business right,” he explained with the benefit of
hindsight. “So when we were looking at doing the things that would be
necessary—the strategic planning, the issues about technology that would be
necessary to pull different firms together—we didn’t have the resources to
figure out what kind of resources we needed or the capital to acquire them.” 181
And when decisions were made, Patterson conceded, “we were all looking at
pulling money out of our own pocket instead of looking at a capital reserve that
was targeted toward strategic planning and new initiatives.” 182

Undercapitalization and lack of experience, of course, are the reasons that
most small businesses fail. Small law firms, which are typically started by
people with almost no experience or training in running their own business and
who must finance their operations out of current revenue, are especially prone
to these twin dangers. 183 It is therefore not surprising that these factors would
play a role in the demise of the new generation of small minority corporate law
firms. 184
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183. See Richard L. Abel, American Lawyers 180 (1991) (discussing the instability
of small law firms).
184. In addition to failing to put money away for strategic development, many black
law firms also fell into the trap of too quickly ramping up their fixed costs. Expensive office
space was often the culprit. As Freddy Shoemaker conceded, his firm’s decision to take over
three floors in a downtown building and build it out “elegantly” eventually contributed to the
firm’s downfall: “It was costing us $300,000 a month before a partner was paid a penny,” he
conceded, “every month, you’ve got to go out and get this money, bam, bam, bam. . . . And
what you end up doing is having to borrow more money than you want to borrow.”
Interview with Freddy Shoemaker, at 46. Eventually, all of that borrowing drained the
resources of the partners—and the will of several of them to stay in the firm. In fairness to
Shoemaker, he also insists that the firm’s elegant offices played a crucial role in convincing
clients—both black and white—that this new group of black lawyers had the capacity to
handle important matters. Id. Other more successful black firms, however, made a different
choice. Reginald Lewis, for example, prided himself on the fact that his firm, although
located on Wall Street, otherwise had little more than Spartan furnishings, instead investing
As with most phenomena that affect law firms generally, however, race accentuated these typical small business problems for minority corporate firms. Bill Patterson was willing to say openly what many others reluctantly conceded about the unique challenge of trying to build a cooperative alliance among black professionals:

I still feel that a part of that issue is cultural because we as black people still haven’t gotten to the point where we relate well with one another in a business context. It’s not exclusively a personality or an ego thing. It’s very much, I think, a cultural thing. It’s the way we were brought up and we think about the world. And that was the hurdle. How do you get beyond the trust factor and get to the point where people can say “let’s come together.”

It is an old complaint. Ever since Willy ran off with the money entrusted to Walter Lee for the down payment on the new family home in Lorraine Hansberry’s classic *A Raisin in the Sun*, the story of black-on-black distrust in the business context has become a widely believed shibboleth, if one that often simmers just below the surface. How much of this is myth, and how much reality, is, of course, impossible to determine. And, as with the hesitation by black clients to hire black lawyers, to the extent that lack of trust does exist, the black lawyers who considered coming together to create a national black corporate firm often had reasons to be less than forthcoming in their interactions with each other. As Patterson conceded, “[E]verybody was in the hole and before they could think about the big picture, you first had to think about your local picture to try to do what was necessary to keep your position and dominance in the local market intact.”

Nevertheless, the idea that the legacy of discrimination and exclusion from the business sector might make it more difficult for the first generation of black corporate lawyers to work together to build a national network out of competing enterprises is far from frivolous. If nothing else, the fact that someone as sophisticated and committed as Bill Patterson believes that this cultural factor continues to haunt the efforts to create thriving black corporate law firms is likely to make it more difficult to create such an entity whether or not the perception is true.

The same is likely to be true with respect to the perception that many of the founders of black corporate firms had about the new generation of lawyers they hoped would join them in their quest to create institutions capable of competing with established large law firms.

2. *Loyalty versus lifestyle*

As the legal economy picked up after 1993, the market for talent became

---
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more competitive, and, just as important, much more expensive. Fueled by the enormous demand for labor resulting from the prolonged economic expansion, by the end of the century associate salaries had more than doubled from where they were before the recession. The impact on fledgling black corporate firms already reeling from the decline in public and private business documented above was predictably disastrous. Brian Jones underscored just how devastating this double whammy was for his firm:

Margins are being compressed like hell. General Counsel are trading volume for discount work and downsizing the number of firms they use. All sorts of economics that make it tough for us to compete. And at the same time starting salaries are going through the roof. You come out of law school and if you are top level at a national law school, you can do the twenty-four hour a day thing and earn $100,000 in New York, $85,000 in Chicago, and $75,000 here in Detroit. So the aspirations of students of color who are burdened with debt from going to college and law school and who are coming out with $50-$100,000 in debt are pretty simple.187

At the same time, a combination of market and regulatory pressures led many established firms to work to improve their hiring and retention of minority lawyers—or at least to make it appear that they were working to do so. Thus as large law firms have grown ever larger in both size and scope, recruiters have been forced to expand the pool of lawyers and law schools from which they draw their talent.188 In addition, the significant cost of replacing associates has placed a renewed emphasis on retaining these new recruits—at least until they become profitable as midlevel or senior associates.189 Finally, both bar organizations and corporate clients have continued to ratchet up the pressure on law firms to improve their diversity.190

Needless to say, one can debate the overall success of all of these initiatives.191 Regardless of their actual effectiveness, however, there can be little doubt that these expressions of concern by bar officials, corporate America, and law firm leaders have at least raised the visibility of diversity issues in large law firms, and the corresponding hopes of many minority
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Although undoubtedly laudatory from the perspective of racial justice, these policies had a devastating effect on the aspirations of black corporate law firms. As Brian Jones acknowledged, by the end of the century it was increasingly possible for black graduates from top law schools—and many from schools that would not previously have been ones where large law firms recruited—to at least try to build a career in a large law firm. “By and large,” he told me while reflecting on his own son, who was then a senior in college considering applying to law school, “I sense a great deal of freedom among young people who are choosing career paths. Many of them wouldn’t even think about some of the issues I thought about in deciding about where to spend their careers.”

He continued in a quiet voice:

The justification by race, you know, for having a black law firm. I thought of it as an advantage to have a black law firm. It’s a role model, it’s a beacon and what have you. But on the other hand, when we get to where we want to go, we may not want that assuming that there are opportunities for people to grow and develop and become leaders in all of the other firms that are out there. And we’re seeing that to some extent in the profession.

For Jones and his peers, creating a black corporate firm was more than a job—it was a mission. To achieve this mission, however, these founders needed to recruit lawyers who, in the words of the second epigraph that begins this Article, not only were capable of doing the work but also were willing to live the mission of building institutions of talented and purposeful black lawyers. But in a world in which a growing array of majority law firms were offering black lawyers opportunities that at least in the short run—and in fairness, probably for the long run as well—were likely to be far more lucrative, it was increasingly difficult, as Freddy Shoemaker conceded, to “get young lawyers to buy into that vision.”

Indeed, as far too many founders discovered to their dismay, the very idea of a black corporate firm as one driven by a mission as opposed to simple economics ended up attracting more than a few black associates who had no interest in doing the hard work required to make the mission attainable. Rather than accepting that having a mission to create a national black law firm meant working twice as hard as they would at some other firm, far too many of the associates hired by Neotraditionalist, Start-Up and Dropout firms appeared implicitly to believe that joining a black law firm ensured the opposite result. For these associates, abandoning the “twenty-four hours a day thing,” as Brian
Jones accurately summed up the life of an associate in a large law firm, and taking up residence in an all-black institution paying significantly less money was much more of a lifestyle choice than a political one. As a result, as Freddy Shoemaker bemoaned, many of the black associates they hired expected to work less hard than they had at their old firms—and that Shoemaker and his partners should accept this reality in the name of racial solidarity. The result, as Shoemaker explained, was a disaster for a firm that had to fight every day for its survival. “Eventually we had to learn,” he told me sadly, “that if we kept people around who weren’t committed to do the work then we weren’t going to be around for long either.” The pain of having to let people go, Shoemaker conceded, was one of the most difficult parts of his job—and one of the most important nails in the coffin for his dream of building a national black corporate firm.

In the end, many black corporate firms began to hemorrhage lawyers from all sides. Associates who were unwilling to work the long hours required to compete for increasingly scarce business opportunities were quickly counseled out. At the same time, those who showed promise in working on complex transactions were often stolen away by joint venture partners hungry to bolster their own diversity numbers. Charles Robinson’s experience was typical. In the first five years of his firm’s existence, he told me proudly, “no one left—not even support staff.” The next five years, however, were unfortunately a far different story. “We would train people and they’d be lured away by the big salaries,” Robinson told me. “I can’t tell you how many times that happened in the bond field. We were the victims of our own success.”

As devastating as these defections were, however, it was the failure of so many of the founders of the new generation of black corporate firms to keep the faith that ultimately doomed the ambitious dreams of these fledgling institutions. By the dawn of the twenty-first century, many of the lawyers who founded the new generation of black corporate firms had abandoned the firms they started for partnership in majority firms. Of those profiled in this Article, Bill Patterson, Carl Malkin, and Sam Wrightfield are among those who have taken this path, as have several of the founding partners in the firms headed by Brian Jones, Charles Robinson, and Charles Edwards. Established rainmakers all, these lawyers were suddenly in high demand by large firms desperate to show progress on their own diversity—while picking up some important client relationships at the same time. When combined with a host of other defections to positions outside of the law firm world, ranging from in-house legal positions to judgeships, the resulting drain of senior talent has left many once proud black corporate law firms substantially smaller and weaker in the first
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few years of the new millennium than they were in the 1990s. And these are the lucky ones. Far too many, like Charles Robinson’s pioneering firm, have shuttered their doors altogether. As Brian Jones lamented at the close of our interview: “It’s a very tenuous existence at the moment. Very tenuous. And I think it’s this way for many of the firms around the country that are firms of color.”

D. The Death of the Black Corporate Law Firm?

In the eight years since I last interviewed Brian Jones, the market conditions that eroded the competitive position of black corporate law firms during the 1990s have only intensified. On the public side, although blacks continue to hold important elected positions in local and state government—and blacks like Colin Powell, Condoleezza Rice, and Barack Obama continue to break barriers on the national level—the combination of mounting deficits and growing criticism of set asides and other minority programs has made public work less available—and when available, less profitable—than ever before for minority lawyers. Prospects are little better for building a national black corporate firm on the basis of the “elephant” of private work from large corporations. Notwithstanding the increased emphasis on diversity in corporate America, the law firms—as opposed to individual lawyers—that represent corporate clients are becoming increasingly homogenous. In an effort to cut costs and increase control, most companies continue to slash the number of law firms to which they give significant work. Those who receive a coveted spot on this list of preferred providers are expected to provide the kind of national—and increasingly global—coverage that even the largest of the minority firms discussed above would not have been able to provide. Finally, the “war for talent,” with its resulting escalation of associate salaries and competition for successful partners, has made it increasingly difficult for every firm to recruit and retain the best lawyers. Not surprisingly, minority firms have been particularly disadvantaged by these soaring costs.

Notwithstanding all of these obstacles, however, the dream of creating a national minority law firm has not died altogether. In 2005, a group of eighteen minority firms banded together to form the National Minority Law Group (NMLG) for the purpose of providing, according to their website, “the highest quality of legal services on a national basis to Corporate America.”
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review of the minority firms that comprise this group, however, makes clear that even this ambitious undertaking is unlikely to develop into the kind of significant black institution that Brian Jones envisioned when he attempted to create a similar network of minority law firms two decades ago. Thus unlike the affiliated firms in Jones’s Elephant, most of the black members of the NMLG are relatively small and specialize in one or two areas of practice.203 Indeed, the only truly “large” law firm in the group is Adorno & Yoss, a 250-lawyer firm with offices in sixteen cities in the United States and Latin America which was started by three Hispanic attorneys in the mid-1980s.204

The fact that the few remaining black corporate firms have chosen to hitch their fate to a network that was the brainchild of Adorno’s founding partner and which will inevitably be dominated by that firm and the other large Hispanic-owned firms in the group, speaks volumes about the continuing viability of the dream of creating a significant black corporate firm.205 As Stephen Pugh, of Chicago’s Pugh, Jones, Johnson & Quandt acknowledged, the NMLG was formed in part “to answer the question of why we have not been sustaining the minority-owned law firms and why they have been vanishing”—a fact that undoubtedly encouraged Mr. Pugh’s firm to form an alliance with Chicago’s 700-lawyer Sonnenschein Nath & Rosenthal in 2004.206

As we have seen, the history recounted above goes a long way toward answering Mr. Pugh’s question. It also, however, provides some important clues about whether an organization like the NMLG—or, for that matter, the
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joint venture between Mr. Pugh’s firm and Sonnenschein—is likely to succeed. I conclude by highlighting some of these lessons and by examining what might be lost if black corporate law firms such as Mr. Pugh’s were indeed to “vanish” from the legal scene.

IV. PARADISE OR PARADISE LOST?

From the perspective of integrating the bar as a whole, it is easy to see why many might view the death of the dream of building black corporate firms as a cause for celebration rather than mourning. After all, black corporate firms were started as a result of either express discrimination or the more covert but equally exclusionary ethos that continued to make many black lawyers feel unwelcome in majority firms even after the express barriers to their entry had been removed. Viewed from this perspective, the fact that these firms are now disappearing, in part because majority firms are under increasing pressure to improve their own diversity numbers, looks like an important sign of progress.

Indeed, the case for abandoning the idea of creating black corporate firms might seem even more appealing than the transformation of what were once considered Jewish corporate firms into corporate firms simpliciter over the last half of the twentieth century. As Eli Wald chronicles elsewhere in this Issue, the fact that my students no longer think of firms like Weil Gotshal or Kaye Scholer as “Jewish” law firms is one of the bar’s greatest success stories—just as the bar can justifiably celebrate the fact that there are now as many Jewish lawyers in formerly “WASP” firms such as Cravath and Sullivan & Cromwell as there are gentiles in firms like Weil Gotshal.207 Moreover, unlike their Jewish counterparts at midcentury, which Wald describes as Jewish only in the sense that they were populated primarily by Jewish lawyers, black corporate firms embraced an expressly racial identity. In a world in which many whites, and more than a few blacks, reject the idea of race consciousness, institutions where race plays such a central role in their organization and mission may seem to many to be a product of a world we should want to escape.

Even if one accepts this view, however, there are still important lessons to be learned from the fate of those who sought to create viable black corporate law firms—both for the few black lawyers who continue to cling to some part of the dream of creating such institutions, and for the many who now seek to build their careers in majority firms. Moreover, if black corporate firms are indeed headed for extinction, it is worth asking whether the important roles that these institutions have played for black lawyers and for the black community as a whole are likely to be performed in their absence. One can begin to get a
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sense of both these issues by taking a closer look at one of the few black
corporate firms that managed to end the 1990s larger and more prosperous than
it began the decade.

A. Lessons from a Survivor

With few exceptions, the black corporate firms that have continued to
prosper in the new century are not the ones that had the most ambitious dreams
for expansion in the 1990s. Instead, it has been the highly focused and often
specialized boutique firms that have tended to do the best.208

Earl Langly’s Neotraditionalist firm is a case in point. Langly’s firm is one
of the few that I visited that is larger today than it was in the early 1990s. The
reason for the firm’s success can be traced to Langly’s shrewd decision to
eschew many of the easy opportunities that ended up undoing other minority
firms. “We don’t market affirmative action,” Langly told me bluntly.
“Historically, there was no affirmative action when I started and therefore
whatever reputation was built, we build in spite of the obstacles.” This long
historical lens allowed Langly to resist the siren call of programs like the
ABA’s Minority Counsel Demonstration Project and the RTC’s Minority
Counsel Program:

When the opportunity came where you could increase the business by
participating in programs and marketing yourself as an efficient, minority
firm, I declined—much to the distress of others in the firm. I thought in the
long run it would not be profitable—that in the long run affirmative action
would not be as popular as it was then—and as a result you would have built
yourself up predicated on a base that was really quicksand.209

As we have seen, Langly’s pessimistic predictions came true for far too many
aspiring black corporate firms.

Instead of expanding on the shifting sands of “minority” work, joint
ventures (“we don’t do them!”), or the “drippings and leftovers” that
corporations like General Motors and Sarah Lee were willing to hand out to
minority firms, Langly chose to keep his firm small and specialized.210 “We’d
like to think that people come to us because we are the best at what we do,” he
told me with pride, “which means you can’t do a lot of things. You have to get
a specialty and stay in it.” 211 For Langly’s firm, that specialty is municipal
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law, particularly zoning issues. “We have seventeen lawyers,” out of the twenty in the firm when I interviewed Langly in 1999, “specializing in municipal law. There’s almost no place you can go to get that.” Equally important, Langly insisted, was the firm’s size and cost structure. “Because you are small, you can operate at a lower cost level and give your clients the best service at a lower cost.” But in order to do so, Langly emphasized, actually keeping costs down is essential:

A basic rule in any business is you can’t get ahead of your capital. If you do, you can’t have two or three bad months, which we all have. If you have to say that there’s any discrimination with respect to the growth of minority professionals, I would say it’s lack of capital.212

Once again, as Bill Patterson acknowledged above, this essential truth was often overlooked by more expansionist firms.

As a result of these shrewd decisions, Langly’s firm—as opposed to so many others—“did well” in the aftermath of the 1991 recession and grew slowly but steadily during the rest of the decade. Notwithstanding this success, however, Langly began the new century intent on sticking to his proven strategy: “We’re getting larger,” he confided to me, “and it’s getting to be a problem. Business is so good that you can’t turn it down. Would we make more money if we had five more lawyers? Probably so. But we’re committed to staying small”—perhaps, as he acknowledged with a laugh, “because of all the down times I’ve known and worrying about paying the rent.”213

The success of Langly’s firm raises several important questions for both the NLMG and the kind of joint venture being pursued by Pugh Jones and Sonnenshein.214 Both strategies, as we have seen, have been tried before.215 Yet Langly’s firm ended up being far more successful than those who pursued these two paths. It is possible, of course, that the members of the NMLG are more sophisticated than the firms that Brian Jones recruited to be a part of the Elephant, or that the relationship between, for example, Pugh Jones and Sonnenshein, is more equal and therefore less subject to abuse than the joint
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ventures between minority and majority firms in the 1980s and 1990s. But the fact that a focused and specialized firm such as Langley’s has been able to stand the test of time when so many others have not ought to remind today’s aspiring black corporate firms of the long-term value of independence and expertise.

Indeed, Langley’s story—and the contrasting stories of those black corporate firms that attempted to build their reputations and practices on an affiliation with a majority firm—serves as an important cautionary lesson for diversity advocates operating outside of the context of building successful minority firms. In 2005, for example, the Boston law firm of Mintz Levin Cohen Ferris & Popeo undertook a bold strategy to improve its diversity.216 Rather than looking to recruit black lawyers one at a time, the firm set about trying to create a “critical mass” by simultaneously hiring a large number of black partners and associates who would work together in the firm’s labor and employment practice. Working through a headhunter, in three months the firm hired ten blacks, one Latino, and two whites to create a new team that would work with corporations on employment policies including those relating to diversity. By the end of 2007, however, nearly every one of the minority lawyers that the firm had welcomed with such fanfair just two short years earlier had left Mintz Levin for other opportunities.217 Although there are undoubtedly many factors that helped to produce this dramatic turn around, the fact that the newly acquired minority lawyers may never have been fully integrated into the firm as a whole and instead operated much like an independent firm in a joint venture with Mintz Levin likely played an important role.218

Langley’s story also underscores many of the problems with the common view that the solution to today’s diversity issues is simply to convince managing partners that hiring and promoting more minority lawyers is “good for business.” As I have argued elsewhere, this phrase has become both mantra and magnet for diversity advocates everywhere, including those seeking to integrate large law firms.219 But much of the “business” that diversity is supposed to bring—work from black elected officials, supplier diversity initiatives from corporations, relationships with black in-house lawyers, the growth in black purchasing power—is exactly the kind of work that Langley felt it best to avoid. At a minimum, the fate of the black corporate firms that staked their future on “marketing affirmative action,” as Langley put it, underscores the danger of relying on policies and practices that are subject to the often fleeting commitment to diversity of key decision makers and which, even when
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successful, often are not viewed by those who implement them as implicating the core interests of either clients or firms.

As important as it is for today’s diversity advocates to learn from the work that Langly avoided, however, those interested in the ultimate values that diversity is meant to produce can learn even more by examining the work that Langly and so many others who dreamed of creating black corporate firms actually did for the black bar, the black community, and ultimately for the cause of justice itself. Specifically, black corporate firms performed three complementary functions that played an important role in the development of the black bar and the black community generally. The first two echo the important role that traditional black law firms played in the era of separate but equal: training black lawyers who were often overlooked by mainstream firms and instilling these new recruits with a sense of pride in their abilities, and serving as a visible and important presence in the black community, providing both financial and tactical support for black causes and issues. In addition to these two traditional benefits, black corporate law firms also frequently served as an effective intermediary between black interests and the still largely white political and business elites with whom the black community must ultimately negotiate. It is this work that is most at risk if the dream of creating viable black corporate firms dies.

B. Debunking Myths and Saving Souls

Black corporate firms are justifiably proud of the role that they have played in training black lawyers. As Bill Patterson explained:

We had a lot of great people come in and out of the firm and all of them will tell you positive things about the experience they were able to have there. And we did train. We gave people a lot of opportunity because we always stayed pretty thinly capitalized, so to speak, in terms of person power. So if you were in there, you were working. And if you weren’t working, you weren’t in there.220

Indeed, firms like Patterson’s were so good at training black lawyers that they ended up playing a key role in debunking one of the central arguments used by large law firms in the 1980s and 1990s to justify their failure to improve on their own diversity: the claim that big firms couldn’t “find any qualified black lawyers.”221 As Patterson continued chuckling:

My partner who served on the New York City Bar Association Committee on Diversity was famous for saying: “white firms are always saying we can’t find any, are there any qualified ones?” But if we get big enough, you won’t have
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to worry about them saying that anymore. We’ll take care of their recruiting problems.\footnote{222}{Id.}

Which, as we have seen, they did—to the ultimate detriment of building the kind of large and successful black firm that Patterson and his partners dreamed of creating. But by demonstrating that there were talented black lawyers out there who, with the right training and support, could do work that was the equal of that produced by mainstream firms that claimed to be looking for them, Patterson’s firm and the others like it helped to bring about the modest but nevertheless important improvement in the diversity of large law firms that we see today.

But black corporate firms did more than turn out newly validated recruits for large law firms and other traditional legal employers. They also helped to create proud black men and women. As Bill Blakely poignantly explained:

At my old firm, I was headed for disaster. My confidence was shaken and I was asking myself questions that I wasn’t supposed to be asking myself at such a young age. \footnote{223}{Interview with Bill Blakely, at 29.} But when I joined the minority firm I went from being the eighth lawyer on the team... worrying about due diligence in dark rooms to having responsibility for transactions that not only mattered to the firm’s bottom line but mattered to the very proposition of a black firm demonstrating excellence in the capital markets. It was just a blessing beyond blessing. I love these men like I love my father. They intervened and validated me as a substantive lawyer. But more importantly, put me in a position so that I could validate myself and in turn help them validate their mission.\footnote{224}{Interview with Charles Robinson, at 91.}

Ten years later, Blakely credits this experience with giving him the confidence to leave the security of the black corporate firm he joined and to flourish as a lawyer in the general counsel’s office of one of the country’s leading pharmaceutical companies.

Black corporate law firms offered an oasis of comfort and security in what was still an often frustrating and hostile world. Those who worked inside this protected zone “loved it,” as Steve Wainwright said of his early experience in Boston’s first black corporate firm.\footnote{225}{Interview with Steve Wainwright, at 59.} Or as Charles Robinson explained when telling me what was hardest about closing down his firm: “It’s never been about control. What it has been about is that it is great to be at a place where you don’t have to explain most of your jokes. I mean, there is no value that you can put on that.”

Nor is it easy to quantify the value of the “social engineering thing” that Steve Wainwright rightly identifies as being at the core of the identity of these pioneering black corporate firms.\footnote{226}{Interview with Steve Wainwright, at 58.}
C. The New Social Engineers

Black corporate law firms were clearly in business to make money. But the mission also involved giving back to the communities they served. In its most elemental form, this often involved raising money for black politicians and causes. As Bill Patterson explained, “We raised an awful lot of money for black politicians, mostly out of our own pockets.”227 Or as Earl Langly lamented, “almost every night we are . . . required to go someplace. Every benefit. Every fundraiser. We’re supposed to go—and to give. We spend a lot of money in donations and a whole lot of effort, but all of that is part of being seen and being there.”228 To be sure, Patterson and Langly hoped that their firms would benefit from the contacts and good will that they expected their contributions to bring. It is also evident that the black community benefited from these good works as well.

As important as financial contributions are to the health of the black community, however, Langly made clear that in his view the most valuable service he performs is to act as a liaison between the black community and the leaders of the city’s white power structure to whom Langly’s status as one of the new breed of black corporate lawyers provides access. “My main involvement,” Langly succinctly stated, “is in bringing the business aspects of the minority community into everywhere we have connections.”229

Precisely because they were trailblazers, the black lawyers who started corporate law firms were often the only blacks with a seat at the table. As Bill Patterson underscored:

Very frequently, we were the only ones in the room—the deal room, the courtroom, or any other room we were working in. We helped to change that scenario by bringing other people in with us and giving them experience and exposure in all of those various places. People knew us and we were quite an institution in the city. . . . We were right in the middle of things that we thought we had some opportunity to influence.230

Two stories told to me by Earl Langly underscore just how important this voice has been—both to black business and community leaders and to the white politicians and business people who increasingly have to interact with these black leaders. As indicated above, Langly has worked assiduously to cultivate a reputation as one of the finest land use and zoning lawyers in the city. As a result, he is often contacted by developers seeking city approval for their projects, particularly when these projects are located in largely minority communities. Although this might seem to be just the kind of work that a firm like Langly’s needs to survive and prosper, he tells me that he ends up turning a great deal of it away:
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A lot of developers will come to us. But if we think that they are trying to use us for a project that is not in the interest of the black community, we will turn them down. If the developer does not have the philosophy that minorities must be hired to work on the job and that there has to be a strong minority presence, then we will not do the work. We as a firm are going to make representations about the fact that minorities are going to be let into the deal and we want clients who are going to back us up. Often when we talk to them they understand this. But if they are just looking for ways not to have an affirmative action program, then we prefer that they go someplace else.231

Langly made clear to me, however, that the communication needs to go both ways. Unlike some of the other black lawyers who have built their new firms on public business, Langly has not used raising money as the primary way of showing his value to elected officials. Instead, as he told me, “I try to figure out what I can do that is unique that will make a public client want to come to you.” When a white politician with whom Langly had a longstanding relationship was elected to high political office, replacing a popular black incumbent, Langly saw a unique opportunity to help both a potential new client and his own community. “I invited twenty leading black businessmen to a dinner,” he confided. As a testament to Langly’s stature in the black community, “everyone came. Everyone was on time.” The purpose of the meeting was to open up a dialogue between parties who had been wary of each other. Langly told the newly elected official that “we don’t want you to make a speech. We want you to talk about the issues.”232 The evening was a smashing success for all involved. As Langly tells me proudly, “it was good for the minority community, which makes me feel proud about it.”233 But the newly elected white politician with few connections to the black community was thrilled as well. “He got to have an informal session where he got to talk about schools and crime and drugs on a face-to-face basis with those who are most concerned about these issues.”234

Langly also got something important out of that evening—something that went far beyond whatever business he may have received as a result of his role in putting the event together. He also had the opportunity to set the agenda—to decide how he and his firm were going to spend whatever capital they had in trying to bring about a better world. Perhaps more than anything else, it is this power that will be missed the most if indeed the dream of developing significant and sustainable black institutions dies forever.

D. The Vanishing Black Institution

One can applaud all of the contributions made by black corporate law firms
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during their brief but brilliant existence and still believe that the time for such institutions has rightly passed. After all, many traditional black institutions that were formed as a result of discrimination and exclusion have suffered a similar fate. Although some blacks bemoan this reality, many others consider this to be a sign of progress. Integration, not segregation, ought to be both the goal and the standard by which we measure success.

In general, I am quite sympathetic to this position. As I have written extensively elsewhere, opening up large law firms and other institutions of power and prestige in this society to black talent—and black ideas—holds the best promise for advancing the interests of the black community and the wider community in which we all live. Nevertheless, it is hard not to feel that something important is lost when ambitious and talented black lawyers like Brian Jones, Charles Robinson, and Bill Patterson abandon the dream of building stable and successful black corporate law firms of significant size and scope.

Unlike their Jewish counterparts, the story recounted in these pages is not one of success and transformation, at least not in any straightforward way. Weil Gotshal continues to flourish, if not quite as a distinctly Jewish firm, then as a living testament to the hard work and entrepreneurial genius of the Jewish lawyers who created it and built it into a powerhouse capable of shaking traditional WASP firms out of their anti-Semitism and complacency. Whatever one thinks of the progress made by both traditionally WASP and Jewish firms in the area of racial diversity, few would assert that the need to shake these institutions out of their complacency has passed. Minorities in general—and blacks in particular—continue to leave elite law firms in disproportionately large numbers, just as partnership rates for these groups remain agonizingly small. Given this depressing reality, is it really so clear that there is no longer a need for a place where a disenchanted and humbled big-firm dropout like Bill Blakely can be trained in an environment filled with “talented but purposeful black lawyers” who see their mission as saving souls as well as turning profits?

By the same token, will those black corporate lawyers who now spend most or all of their careers inside predominately white law firms continue to
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have the connections to, and interest in, the black community that those who sought to build black corporate firms maintained? To be sure, all black lawyers are less likely today than they were a generation ago to live and work in the black community. But those who work in major corporate firms often have fewer ties to traditional black communities and organizations.238 Certainly, few have the deep connections that Earl Langly and Bill Patterson developed both out of necessity and conviction. In the absence of these connections, will these black corporate leaders continue to play the leadership and intermediary roles in the black community that lawyers like Langly and Patterson have played?

And even if they do—and my research suggests that many black lawyers in established large law firms are taking up this challenge—there will nevertheless remain one important difference between the platform from which they launch these efforts and the one from which their Neotraditionalist, Start-Up, and Dropout predecessors operated from in the heyday of the new black corporate firms. With rare exceptions, black lawyers in elite firms will not be in charge of the institutions in which they work—or even their own time or effort within these organizations. Bill Patterson discovered the difference when he left his own firm for the relative safety and larger platform of a fast-growing national law firm. “I still am engaged in community work,” Patterson assured me.239 But he conceded that “it’s a little more dicey in an environment like this because I’m not as free in the decision-making process about what to do here. I’ve got more people I have to account to than in your own firm environment.”240

Dicey, unfortunately, can quickly turn to devastating, as many black lawyers working in large law firms have discovered. As I have documented elsewhere, pro bono is tolerated—even encouraged—at many large law firms, but only if it fits within the established guidelines set out by partners and is consistent with the firm’s profit-making goals.241 As a result, blacks in these institutions may play a role in shaping the kinds of causes that firms will embrace, but given their status as minorities—often very small minorities—they will almost never have the opportunity to decide these questions for themselves. Nor will black lawyers have the primary responsibility for dealing with the consequences of deciding these often contested and difficult matters, let alone the power to impose their decisions on whites. Yet in black corporate law firms black lawyers had all three of these things, albeit only within their own limited sphere of influence. The loss of this state of affairs, as Heather Gerken argues in the context of democratic theory, should not be
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Consider, for example, the decisions that black lawyers made when they had the power to do what they almost never can do as “minorities” in major corporate firms: select the lawyers who would constitute the organization. Although the firms profiled in this Article were typically known as “black” (or at best “minority”) corporate firms, most of these organizations were far more integrated than any of their “majority” counterparts. Brian Jones’s firm, for example, was never more than seventy-five percent minority, and many of these lawyers are Hispanic and Asian. “Our vision,” Jones told me emphatically, “was to be one of the most thoroughly integrated law firms in the country.” Similarly, in its heyday, only about half of the forty-five to fifty lawyers in Charles Robinson’s firm were black. Even Freddy Shoemaker, who confided that he put a premium on hiring black lawyers so that his firm could never be accused of being a “bullshit black firm” that was simply feigning minority status to gain access to set-aside programs and other forms of affirmative action, made it clear that it was a point of pride that his firm was open to any lawyer of talent who was willing to roll up his or her sleeves and do the work.

Although the difficulty in attracting black lawyers with the credentials and experience made hiring whites and other minorities an economic necessity for many black corporate firms, for most of those who founded these institutions there was a deeper point of principle involved. As Sam Wrightfield explained, “I came out of government and I saw the value of diversity in a firm. We started with a black, a white, a Chinese American, and an openly gay lawyer. We made a statement that I am proud of in the legal landscape.” It was a statement that Wrightfield also hoped would be good for business.

It is easy to talk about how diversity is good for business. It is quite another thing to actually put this slogan into practice. Black corporate law firms not only allowed black lawyers to experience both the perquisites and the responsibility of being in control, but also gave these entrepreneurs the opportunity to develop their own understanding of the moral justification for building a diverse firm—and how the resulting diversity might also play a role in the firm’s economic success. As Wrightfield went on to explain:

---
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The big law firms are traditional, and virtually all white and male. They do the same thing. They think the same ways and they sort of have the same machine. But we were a reflection of the way a lot of people look in society. You have a more dynamic process when you have a lot of different peoples and cultures contributing to it. It’s just simply richer. And, quite frankly, it provides more access too.247

By building their own law firms, the black entrepreneurs profiled in this Article had a chance, in Professor Gerken’s words, to “remap[] the politics of the possible,”248 not just for themselves, but perhaps even more importantly, for those whites who worked in these institutions and who interacted with them. Whites rarely have the “opportunity” to experience what life is like in institutions where members of their own group are not in control. The fact that black corporate firms were both integrated and influential gave many whites their first real contact with this alternative reality. Given the economic, political, legal, and social changes chronicled in Parts III and IV, however, it seems likely that the organizations that may have best modeled what a truly diverse workplace would actually look like are unlikely to be a significant part of the institutional diversity of the legal profession itself.

V. CONCLUSION: TO REACH THE UNREACHABLE STAR

In the last analysis, as Brian Jones astutely recognized, black corporate law firms like his may be destined to a fate similar to that of the country’s historically black colleges and universities (HBCUs) in a world of at least formally integrated higher education. Like the black corporate firms profiled in this Article, there is ample evidence that HBCUs continue to play a vital role in addressing issues of critical concern to the black community while providing a supportive environment that enables certain black students to thrive and to develop leadership capabilities that they might not exhibit had they gone to schools that are not focused on this mission.249 Moreover, HBCUs, like their law firm counterparts, were among the first to integrate and remain among the nation’s most integrated learning environments with respect to both students and faculty.250 And yet, as Jones acknowledged, “many HBCUs are struggling to keep up the physical plant and to attract top level students.”251
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In the years since Jones and I spoke, there has been a concerted effort to preserve HBCUs as a vital resource for the black community. It is doubtful, however, that anything like the same effort will be put into preserving black law firms. And the history of the ABA’s Minority Counsel Demonstration Project recounted above suggests that the modest efforts that are being made today to preserve these institutions, such as the National Minority Law Group, will have a hard time counteracting the demand and supply pressures that undermined the effort to build significant black corporate law firms at the end of the last century.

Given this reality, Bill Patterson may very well have been right when he told me that black corporate firms were important—but only if the dream of creating a successful one could be achieved. “I don’t think it is important for people to run the race and not achieve it,” Patterson told me with more than a trace of sadness:

What we want is the power, the influence, the forum and the voice that comes with having an institution that’s capable of generating the kind of revenue and has the kind of contacts and relationships that you have to have to draw that kind of revenue in. That’s what you want it for, to be the strong voice. But if you can’t generate the revenue then you are not going to have that. So why bother? So it would be important but I don’t know if it is achievable. So until there’s a mindset change in corporate America—or until some of these black-owned companies that really make it big decide to really support some group of black lawyers where you can get that sort of guarantee of real income, I just don’t know if it is doable.252

But then, just when I thought he was finished, he leaned forward with a smile and said “but oh, would it be nice!”253

For a time, it almost was.

---
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